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ABSTRACT
Over my many years of singing, voice teaching and music education I have learnt
and made judgements on aspects of music theatre that have developed and
inhibited me as a musician and educator. This has led to new insights and
questions that have contributed to this study. The focus of this research has been
on the expectations for a male performer in the music theatre discipline, and the
training required for this genre.

This dissertation traces my development as a music theatre vocalist through the
presentation of three performances. This is supported by the literature,
autoethnography and other forms of research. The first performance presented
repertoire highlighting my embryonic understanding of music theatre
performance. The second performance demonstrated my developing stage skills in
a production, incorporating a small cast. Finally, a theatre restaurant performance
demonstrated my development as an emerging music theatre performer.

The findings in this research outline the complementary disciplines of classical
and contemporary singing, the importance of triple threat to music theatre. It also
comments on potential emotional and mental hurdles faced by music theatre
trainees.
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STUDY OVERVIEW
The bulk of this thesis is an autoethnographic study. There are two
complementary elements to the research: a performance component and a written
component. These performances represent a window into my development as a
performer of musical theatre. The written component is designed to support the
performance by outlining the processes taken and the reasoning behind the
research. It also outlines areas of present and acquired knowledge and areas for
further personal development. The study addresses specific issues relating to my
experiences as a performer. 1

The doctoral study documents my transformation as a performer: the development
of the voice, the understanding of movement and connectedness to the body and
the experimentation with development of the character in song. The personal
nature of this study has enabled me to experiment with different pedagogical and
vocal methods to establish the most effective for me, the performer. My approach
to the study is primarily autoethnographic. My research has also incorporated an
exploration of dance and acting lessons, which has strengthened my
understanding of how the ‘overall performance package’ is deployed for
successful character portrayal. Detailed journaling and reflection on this
educational process has enabled me to pinpoint the strengths and weaknesses in
my performing abilities, with a view to enhancing the experiences of others.

1

In this thesis the terms music theatre, musical theatre and musical are considered
synonomous.
2
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INTRODUCTION

As the popularity of musicals has increased, so too has the expectation of
audiences and producers: As Stiehl notes: “Inflated audience expectations beget
higher standards; higher standards elicit better training; better training fuels the
virtuosic demands…” (Stiehl 2008, p.92). Present-day performers need to be
versed in a wide variety of styles of singing, dancing and acting to be able to
perform at an elite level. Sabey (2014) discusses the need for a structured,
developmental course that allows students to become proficient in all three areas,
beginning with the acquisition of skills, the development of these techniques and
finally their application to performance. This structured approach is appropriate
for tertiary training, but what of the adult learner?

If an adult male performer were interested in pursuing a career in music theatre,
then the question arises, “what specific training does he need to meet the
expectations placed on him by the industry, and where would he find the
necessary expert training?” This research will focus on the development and
training of the male music theatre singing voice particularly told through the lens
of the author. The pedagogical aspects of my training will be examined. The study
will also gain comprehension of the knowledge, both proposed and interpretive,
for voice training specific to the male music theatre singer.

The demand for music theatre courses at undergraduate level has intensified,
particularly in the United Kingdom and USA. In 2002 there were approximately
thirty one schools of music and forty theatre schools offering Bachelor degrees in
music theatre in the United States and Canada. (LoVetri and Weekly, 2003). This
heightened demand for music theatre courses is also recognised by other writers
including Sabey (2014), LoVetri (2014), and McWaters (2009).
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Through my research of the world of music theatre three pertinent issues arose:
•

the importance of appropriate vocal training

•

the need to master other performance disciplines

•

emotional and mental hurdles of this training

The challenge of addressing these issues revealed many gaps in both literature and
teaching methodology. With the ever-changing nature of music theatre
productions there is an increasing demand for teachers to be equipped with a
wider spectrum of singing styles and techniques. As Richardson (2015) notes:
‘[There is a] need to be able to sing in all, or at least many, of the Musical Theatre
styles: Legit musical theatre, Musical Comedy style, Rock and Pop,
Contemporary musical theatre and Post-Millennium’ (p.4). This definition
provides the framework for repertoire selection and vocal training as included in
this study. Singing teachers must understand the changing demands on music
theatre singers and be able to adapt and relate the pedagogy behind the
approaches to teach these styles. This idea is supported in the literature.
“Fortunately, we are in a field that is never static, and is highly unlikely
that we will ever understand every aspect of voice in performance.
Therefore, we will continue to teach and perform from a variety of angles
and will be responsive to the respective markets with which we interface”
(Melton 2007, p.214).

While initially singers could only be trained in the art of classical singing to
perform in musicals, this is no longer considered appropriate or authentic, as
Edwin (2005) noted:

Unfortunately, Broadway seems to be more adaptable to musical change
than the greater voice teaching community”. In spite of the music theatre
world’s obvious and overwhelming shift to pop, rock, and R & B music,
the majority of college and university music theatre voice departments
continue to be heavily populated with current and former classical opera
singers who know little if anything about non classical voice pedagogy
and repertoire (p.291).
5

This view is supported by Balog (2005) and Delp (2001). Herein lies an issue for
the performer who needs to be equipped to perform repertoire that covers a wide
spectrum from classically oriented, to contemporary. For singing teachers wanting
to teach this specialty, training courses and academic literature are tools to
develop further knowledge and understanding for specific vocal pedagogy. In
addition to this, listening to recordings, attending performances, visiting music
libraries, engaging with fellow performers and following blogs have the potential
to provide useful information.
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE AND RESOURCE
REVIEW
While there have been some articles written on the teaching of female music
theatre singers (for example, Berg, 2011; Burdick, 2005; Melton 2007), little has
been written on the training of male singers. This poses issues for male singers
aiming to refine their music theatre skills, and for those teaching them.

As this study is autoethnographic, the research will largely focus on music theatre
training for a male performer in Queensland, Australia. The anticipated outcome
is to illuminate what currently works in music theatre training and to discover
what new ideas might need to be implemented in order to continue to further
develop proficient performers, industry-ready for the anticipated future challenges
in an ever-changing art form.

Much of the research regarding the presentation and practice of music theatre has
been written in the last thirty five years. There are many sources that outline the
history of music theatre and place it in context with other musical influences.
Since the turn of the century, the specifics particularly related to contemporary
performance and arguments between researchers has intensified. For this thesis,
literature that relates specifically to my research goals has been chosen. This has
been arranged into five broad categories each of which will be explored in turn:
i) a brief history of music theatre
ii) professional development opportunities for singing teachers in music theatre
iii) performance training and triple threat
iv) expectations for music theatre performers
v) repertoire and auditions.
A Brief History of Music Theatre
Scholars and historians have debated the true beginnings of music theatre. Some
believe it started with The Black Crook in 1866 (Hurwitz 2014, Smith & Litton
1991, and Lubbock 1962), while others believe Show Boat (1927), to be the first
true musical (Miller 2007, Kenrick 2010 and Mates 1966). Whatever the case,
7

musical theatre has evolved from opera, burlesque, operetta, vaudeville revues,
and comedy to the musical genres of today. In Australia, music theatre has
developed as an artform since the early 1900s. Its history has been documented by
Atkey (2012) and by Johnston (2007). At the time of this writing Johnston (2016)
is completing a detailed history of music theatre in Australia.
For the purposes of this thesis musicals can be defined as, ‘a theatrical production
in which songs and choruses, instrumental accompaniments and interludes, and
often dance are integrated into a dramatic plot’. (Richards, 1999) Amplification
and sound effects, lighting, costumes and sets are additions to this overall
definition.
Music theatre emerged from opera and adopted a style of its own incorporating
song, dialogue and dance. These early works were typically defined as operetta or
comic opera and include the works of Gilbert and Sullivan (England) and Victor
Herbert (America). This formed the basis of what is today known as ‘Legit’.
According to Edwin (2009) ‘Legit or legitimate singing comes from the Western
European classical singing tradition. It is a cultured sound, a trained sound that is
accessible to both males and females in each register’ (p.72). During the same
period, Vaudeville (a variety show without plot) and Revue (a variety show with a
unifying idea) were also becoming popular.
By the early 1900s musicals began to change as themes/subjects began to
develop. Dance and song components also became more integrated with the story,
rather than as standalone items. During the 1920s and 1930s a number of shows
were written addressing social and political issues of the time. This was a
common practice and poses the question of the impact that music theatre can have
on social issues. In an article by Heide, Porter and Saito (2012), the impact of
musical theatre on attitude-change was discussed using the example of Guys and
Does (2009). In this research the authors conducted 171 pre and post-show
interviews to ascertain if people’s attitudes changed after seeing the performance.
The aim was to address audience attitudes to deer hunting through the use of the
production. The study revealed that viewing this show changed people’s
perceptions with an increase in approval for deer hunting. The researchers were
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able to demonstrate, in part, the influence music theatre can have on the changing
of attitudes of their audience members.
An article in the Herald-Tribune by Handelman (2014) also discusses this
phenomenon, through the examination of two productions playing in Sarasota at
the time, South Pacific (1949) and Hairspray (2002). The article discusses the
approaches music theatre has taken with regard to major social issues and how
despite the issues facing society, we are still reverting back to previous
discriminations and need constant reminding of our human obligation to social
issues and reconciliation. As with the previous article, these productions aim to
re-educate and change attitudes towards social/racial issues in society.
While some research into the impact of music theatre on social behavior has been
presented, (see Richards, (1999) and Jensons (2015)), further studies may be
undertaken to provide an academic grounding for the impact these productions
have on social behavior. Musicals have been written over time that strongly
reflects social thinking and behaviors including: Showboat (interracial ideals)
West Side Story (gang warfare), and Rent (HIV/Aids environment).
Rodgers and Hammerstein’s Oklahoma (1943) was a turning point for musical
theatre, incorporating ballet, two-person opening scenes as well as the integration
of dance, song and dialogue. After World War II a number of shows were written
that were set in exotic locations. These included The King and I (1951), Fanny
(1954) and Fiddler on the Roof (1964). In the 1950s shows, such as Guys and
Dolls (1950) and Westside Story (1957) explored issues such as gambling and
gang warfare in more recognisable locations.
The 60s saw the evolution of rock musicals, with Bye Bye Birdie (1960) and Hair
(1968), and continued into the 70s with Godspell (1971) and Jesus Christ
Superstar (1971). At the same time shows using legit techniques, such as Oliver
(1963), Camelot (1960), How to succeed in Business Without Really Trying
(1961) and Hello Dolly (1964) were also playing to sellout crowds. The late 60s
and 70s saw the materialization of risqué and dance driven shows. These included
Cabaret (1966), Grease (1972), A Chorus Line (1975) and Chicago (1975).
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Les Miserables (1987) and Evita (1979) began the era of what Kenrick (2010)
calls the ‘megamusical’. Key characteristics of this form include:
• Megamusicals are sung through, with little if any dialogue
• The songs and emotions are big, loud and bombastic
• Characterisation is often explained rather than dramatized: characters tell you
who they are rather than showing who they are by their actions
• The music is rock-pop, but can incorporate various styles; it does not reflect the
sound of any particular era
• The plots are melodramatic, with minimal humor
• All major professional stagings are carbon copies.” (Kenrick, pp. 340–341).
Other shows in this form include: Cats (1982), Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat (1981), Starlight Express (1987), Les Miserables (1987),
Chess (1988), Phantom of the Opera (1988) and Miss Saigon (1991).
The late 1990’s saw the rise of musicals which address a myriad of life issues and
storytelling. Examples include Rent (1996), Avenue Q (2003), Spring Awakening
(2006), Wicked (2003), and Last Five Years (2014). Complex styles and genres
have led to singers being required to be proficient in more than one style of music
and to have the versatility to adapt vocally to the challenges of each genre. Each
of these musicals possesses its own distinctive characteristics and technical vocal
requirements.
Another genre of musical developed in which movies and stage shows interacted.
These include Disney hits The Lion King (1997), Beauty and the Beast (1994),
Mary Poppins (2006), High School Musical (2006), and Newsies (2011), and box
office movies such as The Producers (2001), The Full Monty (2000), Hairspray
(2002), The Color Purple (2005), and Legally Blonde (2007). Yet another style is
the jukebox musical, based around popular songs set to a storyline. Examples
include Mamma Mia (2001), Jersey Boys (2005), The Boy from Oz (2003), and
We Will Rock You (2002).
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The thumbnail sketch above helps to demonstrate influences including social,
musical genre and multi discipline performance elements in music theatre. These
diverse changes over history have impacted the writing and presentation of these
works. Music theatre productions have been based on either the texts of prolific
authors or have been written by teams of lyricists and composers. Many of the
teams have been instrumental in the development of music theatre, as explored
below:
Gilbert and Sullivan’s comic operas in the late 1800’s began the format that was
later adapted to music theatre. Their format was further developed in the early
1920’s by jazz writers Jerome Kern, Irving Berlin, Cole Porter, the Gershwin
Brothers, and Richard Rogers and Lorenz Hart. Their writings drew on jazz roots
of music and provided opportunities for mixed race and genders to perform
together.
It was not until the late 1920’s that we see the true emergence of what is now
referred to as music theatre. This time saw lyricists and composer partnerships
like Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein II develop. This pair were later joined
by duos like John Kander and Fred Ebb, Richard Rogers and Hammerstien II,
Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe, Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice,
Alan Menken and Howard Ashman, Stephen Sondheim and Leonard Bernstein
and Claude-Michel Schönberg and Alain Boublil. These partnerships drew the
specific skills of each person together creating works that changed the nature and
presentation of music theatre.
There were also a number of single composers and lyricists who wrote for music
theatre. Some of the key writers include: Stephan Sondheim, Frank Loesser,
Stephen Schwartz, Jonathan Larson, and Jason Robert Brown.
Training and Professional Development Opportunities for Music Theatre
Pedagogues
In Australia there is a shortage of trained singing teachers specialising in music
theatre (Bourne, 2011). Many classical teachers adapt their techniques to meet the
demands placed on them by students. As noted by Bourne (2011), the demand for
music theatre teachers was ever-increasing and only nineteen percent of teachers
11

were deemed to have the skills and training to teach this style. The need for
specialised training of singing teachers in the genre of music theatre is never more
paramount than now, particularly with the ever-increasing interest, popularity and
development of music theatre courses.

Internationally there are many tertiary institutions now specialising in music
theatre courses, with a large pool of experienced voice specialists teaching this
style. However, in Australia the development of specific courses in music theatre
is only a recent addition to tertiary institutions, particularly on the east coast.
There have been many dance and drama schools offering music theatre classes to
students, but not at a tertiary level. This results in a smaller group of singing
teachers with specific pedagogical training. In turn, this has an impact on students
who wish to view and participate in masterclasses with music theatre specialists.

While international offerings of music theatre courses is high, research has shown
that many singing teachers in these institutions have not been formally trained to
teach this style. A Contemporary Commercial Music (CCM) survey conducted by
LoVetri and Weekly (2003) showed that 124 of the 139 surveyed taught music
theatre for an average of eleven hours per week. Of these, only fifty six had any
training and only twelve had received training at undergraduate or post graduate
levels. In 2005 a follow-up survey was conducted and it was found that even less
respondents had training as music theatre teachers (LoVetri and Weekly 2009).
These findings are supported by Edwin (2009): “There are still far too many
college and university voice faculties claiming to teach music theater with no one
on staff who understands the various CCM styles and the voice techniques needed
to support them. There are far too many teachers who believe broadway vocal
styles are still classically-based” (p.72). This is further supported by Haddon
(2010), who, after surveying a number of music theatre students, discovered that
the students wished they had been taught by music theatre voice teachers rather
than classical voice teachers. One student was quoted as saying: “A classical
teacher may not appreciate and/or develop the use of more ‘raw’ vocals. They
also may not have the experience of, and therefore not be able help with, the use
of dance/movement whilst singing – something which affects breathing etc” (p.6).
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Rachelle Fleming-DeBerger, in a review of the literature states: “There are a
limited number of research-based pedagogical texts specifically related to Musical
Theatre training and performance.” (2011, p.36). This assertion is supported by
Boardman, who states: “Undergraduate musical theatre programs have emerged
and although the acting and dance training is considered appropriate, that
appropriate vocal training for Musical Theatre students has not been available in
these programs” (1987, p.87).
In the article Personal and Pedagogic Aesthetics (2010) Edwin presents key
necessities for any pedagogue teaching this genre of music. He suggests that
teachers should learn the characteristics and elements of each genre being taught
and should have a clear understanding of the musical elements in that genre.
Teachers should familiarise themselves with other works that come from that
genre to understand the skill set needed to sing this repertoire. He advises teachers
to sing and learn the vocal techniques required for this genre and seek
professional guidance to expand their own pedagogical skills. Finally, he suggests
teachers should aim to perform these works to gain a greater understanding of the
demands these pieces place on the performer. This final point of Edwin’s has a
critical aspect in outlining the course of the current study.
Demand for music theatre training at the university level in Australia is rising.
There are currently at least seven tertiary institutions offering Bachelor programs
in music theatre, including: Central Queensland University, Edith Cowan
University, Griffith University, Melbourne University, National Institute of
Dramatic Arts, Federation University and Australian Institute of Music. For this
reason there is an increasing need for pedagogy training for music theatre voice in
Australia and abroad. Bourne (2011) states that in the past decade, the demand for
training in music theatre singing style has grown and singing teachers are now
seeking specific training methods for this style. This trend is also reflected
internationally.
In 2011 Penn State University launched the first postgraduate degree for music
theatre, an MFA degree in voice pedagogy for musical theatre. Spivey, SaundersBarton and Turnbow (2014) state that the impulse to create a training program
specifically for music theatre voice came as a direct response to what appeared to
13

be an obvious deficit at the collegiate level. While this, is the first course at the
time of writing, there is clearly a need for further training and development of
undergraduate, post graduate, short course and professional development
programs designed specifically to cater for teachers needing the skills and
technical understanding to teach the many facets of musical theatre singing.
Performance Training and Triple Threat
As this is performance - led research, the importance of performance training to
the music theatre performer is paramount to their success. Without good solid
training a performer will be at a disadvantage compared to their well-trained
classical singer or ballet dancer counterparts. Much literature concerning the
training of music theatre singers focuses on the technique of belt-singing for
females and the significant differences between classical and music theatre
technique. Authors such as Melton & Tom (2003), Mitchell (2008), Tucker
(2009), Bartlett (2014) put forward a strong argument to have students train
exclusively in the contemporary singing techniques. Contrary to this Berg (2011)
quotes Mary Saunders in her DVD, Bel Canto-Can Belt:
“Music theatre vocal technique should first be built on the same
fundamentals as one finds in classical singing. Only when that technique is
firmly in place and understood does it make sense to introduce concepts of
mixing and belting. Any music theater singer who neglects classical
technique to focus exclusively on belting is missing out on all kinds of
potential colors and expressive possibilities.” (p.100)
In this article, Berg outlines the need for teachers to have a solid understanding of
both classical and non-classical pedagogies in order to produce students
possessing the versatility to perform a variety of musical styles. Others writers,
including Boardman (1992), Hall (2006), Barker (2009), Spivey (2005), Burdick
(2005), Andrews (2011), Causey (2012) and McCormick (2015) have focused on
training of the musical theatre singer. While they have presented some useful
techniques and structures which apply to both females and males, the majority of
their work focuses on vocal mechanisms, particularly belt and belt/mix training.
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The dearth of written articles on the male music theatre voice partly stems from
the fact that few see differences between the classically trained voice and the
musical theatre voice. Boardman (1989) states “The male voice on Broadway is
not nearly as controversial as the female voice, mainly because men have stayed
much closer to classical singing in their vocal habits” (p.9). The viewpoint of
writers in the early eighties is that the early writings of musical theatre were
tailored to tenors and that the majority since have been written for baritones.
However, in recent times men are expected to sing to the absolute extremities of
their vocal capabilities. It is understood that singers need to be able to use their
falsetto, belt and crooning voices and to have a fluid transition between the vocal
registers. Fleming-DeBerger (2011) also discusses the ease of movement between
classical and contemporary singing but states “they need to be more flexible in
their higher pitch range when making a choice to sing in either belt voice or
classical voice” (p.49).
This is further supported by Bourne (2011):
“Men may move between classical and contemporary styles in their
training and repertoire more easily than women, because they sing in
laryngeal mechanism M1 for most of their range. However, they need to
be more flexible in their higher pitch range when making a choice to sing
in either ‘belt’ voice or classical voice. Men need careful guidance in the
development of their higher pitch range for contemporary singing in order
to prevent excessive vocal tension that may be associated with the
production of the ‘loud’, ‘bright’ qualities of ‘belt’.”
Another area of training is the movement between speaking and singing. This has
become common in productions where singers are required to move from speech,
straight to singing and then back to speech. Wilson (2010) states:
“the singer is faced with the task of transitioning smoothly and
convincingly from spoken voice to sung voice and back again, whilst
losing neither emotional intensity nor quality of tone. This is an area that
requires intense practice to be able to smoothly transition between both. A
way of practicing this would be to have students be given a scenario and
asked first to create a spoken text. Then the second time through they are
15

required to sing the text only. Finally they are asked to move between the
two each time someone called for change. This simple exercise would be
very effective in teaching the students how to move seamlessly through
this transition.”
A major aspect of music theatre is the concept of triple threat. Triple threat is the
requirement for performers in music theatre to be proficient in singing, dancing
and acting. This is an area that generates much discussion, a quick internet search
reveals many sites that appear to offer triple threat programs. In this study, lessons
were taken in all three disciplines: classical and contemporary vocal lessons,
music theatre dance classes and participation in acting workshops. For music
theatre performers to work in the industry there is an expectation that they can
sing, dance and act equally well. The literature supports this: “In musical theatre
you have to act, sing, and dance, in that order of priority…. the singing and
dancing skills are at the service of the dramatic imperative” (Saunders Barton in
Melton, 2007). This notion is also supported by writers such as Green (2011),
Wilson (2003, 2011) and Boardman (1992) who asserts: “leading men and ladies
must be able to handle all aspects of any production – to act brilliantly, to dance
capably, and to sing healthfully, with spark and gusto” (p.7). LoVetri refers to
today’s musical theatre performers as vocal and physical athletes. (LoVetri, 2014)
In her dissertation, Haddon (2012) articulates student beliefs that a music theatre
course needs to have an equal weighting of voice, dance and acting classes and
for these to be taught by specialist teachers. As students enter the courses at
varying levels in these three disciplines, it is unlikely all students would be
equally proficient in all three skills by the conclusion of their studies. It is
nevertheless possible to be proficient in two areas with the third being a support
skill. In further discussion of triple threat Haddon quotes Melton saying “being a
triple threat means lots of regular physical activity in the form of dance classes,
movement work, theatre voice training, and, of course, actor training, in addition
to regular lessons with a singing teacher and/or coach” (Melton in Haddon, 2012).
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This notion has been adopted by universities in their development of music
theatre programs. Sabey (2014) discusses the importance of having a curriculum
that incorporates singing, dancing and acting in a developmental progression.
Students attend the following classes weekly:
1. Acting classes - voice and speech
2. Singing, music and musicianship – ensemble, solo, music theory
3. Dance – jazz, tap, ballet, movement (p.386)
Along with this, students are then given the chance to apply these skills through
performance workshops. These include song and dance, modern text play,
classical musical and modern musical. It is the intention of Sabey’s curriculum to
create students that are proficient in all three areas of performance and to provide
them in the final year to showcase these skills through a variety of performance
forms. These ideas are supported by Colliver in Melton (2007): “Instead of the
three components of singing, dancing and acting being separated, the requirement
now is that you can do all three equally as well, and there are those who can”.
This can only be achieved by providing students with specialised training in each
discipline during their studies.
This current study focusses on the implications for male singers aspiring to study
and work in this genre and to provide a framework for training these singers to be
able to meet the expectations set by the producers and writers.
While the main focus of the current study was on vocal training, the researcher
wanted to experience the other elements of training to gain a greater
understanding of the discipline. Dancing and acting classes assisted greatly in
helping to realise the characters in the songs and took the thought process beyond
the superficial. By delving into these areas the researcher soon realised the depth
of these areas and the importance of these disciplines to the overall training of the
music theatre performer. While the study only provided experience in a few areas
of dance, the importance of understanding a number of different dance styles
(ballroom, African, Fosse) and also the value in studying acting areas like
improvisation, comedy, monologue or combat was realised.
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Expectations for Music Theatre Performers
Apart from Triple Threat what further expectations are there on music theatre if
they are to excel at their craft? A number of singing teachers and researchers have
written on the topic of expectations for music theatre singers. Some discuss vocal
expectations, others the variety of music theatre vocal styles, while others still
take a more over-arching perspective.
For singers to truly succeed in music theatre they need to have a thorough
understanding of how their voice works and what mechanisms to change to adapt
for ever-increasing vocal demands. Bourne (2011) discusses a number of these:
•

“Singers need to develop a flexible approach to their technique in order to
produce the broad range of sounds required in the music theatre profession
(p.13).

•

Male singers are more likely to sing in M1 for most of their vocal range,
except in the upper notes, where choices need to be made about which
mechanism to use, depending on the intended vocal style (p.14).

•

Students should develop ‘bright’ and ‘forward’ resonance qualities for
‘belt’ and ‘mix’ as well as a more ‘neutral’ timbre for ‘legit’ (p.15).

•

Singers should disguise the vocal break between mechanisms by applying
classical vocal technique and they should learn to sing in M2 at speaking
pitch in ‘legit’ quality (p.15).

•

Performers need to be able to produce sounds that are distinctly in
mechanism M1 and M2, as well as sounds that blend the transition point
between them.” (p.16)

In Joan Melton’s book Singing in Musical Theatre: The Training of Singers and
Actors (2007), a number of prominent music theatre teachers from across the
world provide opinions on the expectations of music theatre performers. “Singing
for musical theatre is enormously demanding. It requires the ability to handle a
wide variety of vocal genres, as well as the robust good health to do eight shows a
week”. (Melton, p.XIII) This view is shared by others in the book:
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•

“Today’s music theatre singers must have an excellent command of their
instrument. They need to know how it works, what it can do, how to
improve the flexibility and agility so they can do those vocal acrobatics
easily, or at least seemingly easily.” Wendy LeBorgne (p.14)

•

“Men and women have to be able to access all vocal options. For musical
theatre it is no longer either/or; it is all inclusive. All boys are bari-tenors.”
Mary Saunders-Barton (p.58).

•

“Singers in musical theatre need to be able to sing any note in their range
to any vowel to any vocal quality to any vocal dynamic, which implies
having multiple vocal lines.” Mark Meylan (p.199)

LoVetri (2014) draws this together commenting: “music theatre at the highest
professional levels is very challenging and asks that singers be very versatile. It
requires that they know their throats and bodies very well and that they learn to
get as much from them as possible while remaining healthy”. (Harrison and
O’Bryan, p.65). The diverse nature of music theatre places many stylistic
demands on the singer. LoVetri (2014) says “the need for performers to be well
versed in many styles in just one show is not uncommon”. To demonstrate the
broad acceptance of these ideas, a number of quotes have been selected from
Melton (2007):
•

“A healthy singer should be able to move from one style of music to
another” Joan Lader (p.29).

•

“A musical theatre singer today needs to be able to sing virtually any style
of music. Young broadway performers need to be able to handle basic
rock and roll, but also pop music and traditional broadway revival
material” Jeannette LoVetri (p.39).

•

“I think you need to be able to cross the genres, probably leaning more to
the contemporary than to the classically trained voice. Lisa RyanMcLaughlin” (p.113).

•

“Industry professionals today need to be stylistically versatile. Jason
Barry-Smith” (p.123).

•

“Singers need to have that vocal versatility and flexibility as performers to
crass a range of vocal styles. They need to be able to create the Broadway
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sound, in terms of the particularly brassy, sassy, sort of twangy sound.
Debbie Phyland” (p.133).
Of all the genres for classically trained music theatre singers to sing, rock
could be considered the furtherest removed. Its characteristics make it
significantly diverse compared with other music theatre styles. Rock singing,
according to (LoVetri 2002), is to be primarily physical, energetic, loud and
speech-driven. Further, as Saunders-Barton notes:
Rock singing challenges most musical theatre voice teachers
precisely because of the qualities that make it so exciting. The
great appeal of rock singing is its gritty, edgy, spontaneous and
above all, youthful abandon; in a word, its ‘untrained’ quality.
(Saunder-Barton in LoVetri 2014, p.61).
There have been a number of musicals written in this style and the plethora of
jukebox musicals currently playing means singers need to be skilled in
performing the rock style. Special care and attention to the vocal mechanics and
technique required for this style will enable the singer to perform it continuously,
eight shows a week, for the duration of a production.
General Expectations
As stated earlier, the purpose of this research has been to discover what training a
music theatre performer needs to be able to meet the expectations placed on him
by the industry. A number of scholars have compiled a list of things that all music
theatre performers should consider. Wilson and Callaghan (2010) provide a list of
industry expectations for music theatre singing:
•

Tone more speech-like (neutral-to-high larynx: straighter tone, vibrato as
effect; more emphasis on higher resonances)

•

Even resonance throughout the range (deal with register, including
different styles)

•

Clear articulation – word clarity more important than ‘beautiful tone’

•

Acting through music, words, body language
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•

Genre-appropriate style (rock, pop, jazz, legit, traditional music theatre,
R&B, rap)

•

Accent – ‘everyday’ language, appropriate to the character

•

Vocal efficiency

•

Stamina

This list predominately focuses on the vocal development expectations for
performers both in singing and presentation of spoken text. McWaters (2009)
discusses in depth the requirements for music theatre performers, with more focus
on the other performance disciplines.
•

Performers should be abreast with the following dance styles. Ballroom,
ballet, jazz, African, fosse, Tap (traditional and rhythm), and modern.

•

Acting skills in improvisation, scene study, monologue, physical comedy,
Russian movement, stage combat, and theatrical writing.

•

In voice being versatile in many styles but most important being in good
vocal health.

In addition to the comments by the other scholars Richardson (2015) takes the
expectations to another level, profiling a list of skills needed for a professional
career in music theatre categorized into three headings:
Necessary Musical Skills
•

Strong musicianship

•

Pitch accuracy and intonation

•

Vocal range and style

•

Part Singing

•

Rock styles

•

Vocal colours

Skills for Professional Career
•

Knowledge of musical theatre literature

•

Process for preparing a song for theatrical performance

•

Know how to prepare a role
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•

Ability to sing in all, or at least many, of the musical theatre styles

•

Need to be able to riff

•

Need to be a dancer, or at least a mover

•

Strong audition skills

•

Know who you are as an artist. What makes you unique?

Hallmarks of Professionalism
•

Have an endless curiosity about the world around them

•

Have empathy for others

•

Passionate about their work

•

Ability to work under all conditions

•

Capable of dealing with adversity in their career

•

Find the positive in every experience

•

Have a strong character

•

Be disciplined

•

Be responsible.

These lists of expectations help to provide some answers to the three pertinent
research issues discussed earlier regarding, vocal training, other performance
disciplines and emotional and mental hurdles. They provide a grounding from
which to build a training regime for music theatre performance.
Repertoire and Auditions
One of the key elements in this research was the selection of repertoire for use in
performances and auditions. The vast array of choices in style and complexity led
to an exploration of relevant and appropriate songs for each developmental stage
of the research. This began with simpler repertoire showing early stages of vocal
and acting capabilities moving through to more complex repertoire nearing the
end of the study. This section discusses the literature that assisted in the
exploration of the repertoire chosen for this research.
Selection of repertoire for performance and audition can be difficult and many
things need to be considered to assist in selecting appropriate repertoire. Tucker
(2009) suggests that there are two types of song categories in music theatre, ‘the
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ballad’ and ‘the up-tempo’. She describes the ballad as “slow, usually romantic in
nature, and is the showcase for both vocal competency and emotional
interpretation.” (p.54) When describing up-tempo songs, terms such as ‘fast’,
‘limited vocal range’, ‘speech-like tone’ are used. Tucker suggests that when
choosing repertoire a teacher should consider three important factors. The singer’s
current voice type, personality type and physical type (p.57). There is for example
little point choosing a tenor song for a male who cannot sing the high notes, or
choosing an extrovert song for an introvert. Another important factor is selecting
repertoire that suits the person’s physical or mental state. In addition, choosing
repertoire where a young singer representing an older character discusses material
they are too young to understand will set the student up for failure.
Alt and Green (1996) support Tucker’s song categories and have formulated a
graded repertoire list for teachers. They classify broadway show tunes into three
levels with two separate levels for each gender. The list is extensive and
developmental. “In selecting and grading this material, the ingredients for
building an efficient, flexible, and healthy vocal technique were kept in mind”
(p.25). Both the articles present a comprehensive list of recommended anthologies
and scores suitable for students of varying ages.
Moore and Bergman (2008) make suggestions on how to choose repertoire, and
highlight that teachers should have a good historical understanding of music
theatre literature in order to make recommendations to students: “you should
consider the student’s opinions if you are selecting music for them. Allow the
students to read through the lyrics and if they respond positively, they will next
ask to hear the music” (p.48). The student needs to have an interest in the piece
and a connection with the text if they are to take on the character of the work.
This idea is supported by Edwin (2006) who discusses the need for a student to
embrace the chosen repertoire and not just do it because the teacher suggests it.
While many pieces are studied for training and performance skills, a number are
selected for audition requirements. In most cases, students develop a repertoire
book that draws on their skills as a performer and showcases their ability to
perform in a variety of styles. Such a book allows them to be prepared for
whatever comes their way in an audition setting. Most auditions incorporate
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elements of dancing, singing and acting. McWaters (2009) discusses this process
in depth, outlining exactly what to do in each phase of the audition. In the dance
section she outlines what to wear, being warmed up, making sure you are not
pushy, taking note of all corrections by the choreographer and trying your best
when it’s your turn to dance. In the vocal section she discusses the selection of
appropriate repertoire for you and the audition type. She also details how to
approach the accompanist and what terminology is needed to convey the exact
musical intentions for the song. Further, see recommends making sure that you
have a variety of repertoire available in case the director chooses to hear another
style. Finally, she focusses whom you are going to direct your attention during the
song, the casting table or elsewhere, and where the focus should lie.
Similarly, Rutherford (2012) also discusses this process, outlining song choice,
talking to the accompanist, acting and dance tips, he also goes into great detail
about the general consensus for how to present for an audition from an audition
table perspective. He also discusses the stages leading up to the audition, call
backs and beyond the audition. Richardson (2011) presents an extensive guide for
choosing audition songs. He discusses the initial questions to consider before
beginning preparation, what to know and understand about the history of the
repertoire chosen, choosing pop and rock songs and which songs to avoid at all
costs.
Wilson and Callaghan (2010) present suggestions of vocal requirements for music
theatre auditions. They suggest that you choose two contrasting songs, an uptempo and a ballad. Depending on the show they recommend representing both
belt and legit voices. When auditioning for specific shows, choose relevant
repertoire that reflects that show’s genre or style. Other suggestions include:
making sure that the song demonstrates the range suitable to the role you are
auditioning for and use the original key and arrangement if possible; cutting
lengthy piano-only sections and remove repetitions unless showing something
different; always making sure that you have a good interaction with the
accompanist and aiming to show your personality (openness, confidence,
directability) through your audition.
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Charles Strouse writes in Silver (1985) “One inescapable fact about auditions:
they last an average of fifty five seconds”. He suggests you need to appear
confident, by being correctly groomed, speak or sing to someone as if they were
intelligent and perceptive, know what you are doing (correct music, wellrehearsed and deeply committed to memory). Do this and you will be in control of
the fifty five seconds (p.7).
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CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH METHODS

As stated earlier, this project is an autoethnography. Autoethnography is an
approach to research and writing that seeks to describe and systematically analyse
(graphy) personal experience (auto) in order to understand cultural experience
(ethno) (Ellis, 2004, pp.26-31). Autoethnography often involves storytelling, but
moves beyond the self to the engagement of analysis and interpretation.
Autoethnography can be presented in many forms. When discussing narrative
autoethnography Ellis (2004) presents the following characteristics:
•

the author usually writes in the first-person style, making himself or
herself the object of research

•

the writing resembles a novel or biography

•

the narrative is evocative, often disclosing hidden details of private life
and highlighting emotional experience

•

relationships are dramatized as connected episodes unfolding over time
rather than as snapshots (p.30).

A more recent practice is ‘reflexive ethnography’ which uses the researcher’s
personal experience as the focus of inquiry, illuminating the culture under study
(Ellis & Bochner, 2000, p.740). This idea is further demonstrated by Bartleet
(2009) when she discusses her own narrative about her creative practice as a
conductor. She explores the movement between description and action, dialogue
and introspection, while highlighting the complexities of writing in this style.
These examples of autoethnography are reflected in the writings within this study.
The exploration for the singer is presented in a narrative that outlines the
progression through inquiry and emotional hurdles to demonstrate the required
expectations of the study.
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Artistic Practice
Artistic practice, both creative and performance practices, doing and thinking,
while not a new idea, is only now starting to have validity as a research theory.
Scholars such as Schippers (2007), Barrett & Bolt (2007), Hasermann (2007),
Borgdorff (2011), Draper & Harrison (2011), and Nelson (2013) have all recently
investigated this theory. Research by Bennett, Wright and Blom (2010) reveals
the innovative processes that may address limitations of traditional modes of
research, which do “not provide an adequate model for all research (p.15). There
is the need for the recognition of this theory as what Hasemann calls performative
research (multi-method led by practice) (p.151). This theory takes place alongside
autoethnography within my research.

My journey looks at ‘me the performer’ in all aspects of my performance: How I
work individually in my own personal practice and how I reflect on this
experience with its challenges and accomplishments; How I process the
challenges faced when practicing and how I apply the techniques learnt within my
lessons. Reflection on my private lessons in contemporary and classical voice, of
which each lesson is video- taped, provides me with a solid basis from which to
build a concrete vocal technique. My lessons in dance stretches me beyond my
limits at times, allowing me to explore the capabilities of my body both through
movement and also composure of the body in performance. The one-on-one
acting classes are taking me out of my comfort zone, allowing me to explore
where my mind can travel when exploring the inner workings of a character.
Finally, I am exploring how all these things work together to create a personal
reflection of a character in performance.

The challenge for me was making all of this work together to form research that
was appropriate for presentation in an academic forum. In an article written by
Dunbar (2014) he states:
“the practice of doing and of thinking implies a collapse in the Cartesian
distinctions about mind-and body-generated knowledge: ‘I think therefore
I practice and I practice therefore I think’. For the musical theatre
practitioner, doing-thinking is a process that seems to be already
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embedded in the concept of the triple threat – the integrated embodiment
of singing, acting and dancing. Practice as Research in a sense is about
simultaneously doing the walk, the talk and the thought” (p.10).

This idea is reflected in my study as I experience the vocal transformation from a
classical singer to a music theatre singer through an exploration of vocal, acting
and dance technique, discussion and interaction with voice specialists and
research and understanding of writings by scholars.

Epistemology
The term epistemology is derived from the Greek word episteme, meaning
knowledge. The Oxford Companion to Philosophy definition is: ‘Epistemology,
or the theory of knowledge, is that branch of philosophy concerned with the
nature of knowledge, its possibility, scope, and general basis’ (Honderich, 1995,
p.242). Epistemology associates with the transfer of knowledge and is often
related to two bodies of knowledge – propositional and interpretive. Propositional
knowledge is rule based and is used for interpreting empirical data. It is usually
used to determine a predetermined achievement or performance. It is impersonal
and designed to be able to be used universally. Music in the academic world
usually takes on this approach focussing on musical knowledge and high level
performance. Interpretive knowledge is derived from the person’s individual
acquired knowledge and social experience. Arostegui, Stake and Simons (2004)
quote Grundy in his explanation of interpretive knowledge as:
a) Knowledge derived from experience rather than propositions
b) Reflective judgement applying norms in different ways in different situations
c) A test that is authentic and specific to each situation (p.3).
In this study I see the relevance of applying the interpretive knowledge. The field
of musical theatre has a myriad of knowledge acquired from experience and trial
and error which has not been documented. This knowledge is rarely based on
preconceived ideals. It usually comes from situational experiences and the verbal
dissemination of knowledge by other performers. As it is an ‘in the moment’
performing media, performers will rely on acquired knowledge obtained through
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experience rather than using a set of propositional tools. Therefore, a study that
reflects on the journey of discovery by a performer would provide a useful insight
into how knowledge is attained and remembered.

Colwell (2006, p.273) states that ‘researchers interested in the uniqueness of
particular teaching or learning find value in qualitative studies because the design
allows or demands extra attention to physical, temporal, historical, social,
political, economic and aesthetic contexts’. He goes on to say cultural sciences
need descriptive as well as explanatory and predictive powers. At the beginning,
middle, and end of a program of research, the researcher at times needs to
concentrate on interpretive understanding (p.274).

As the researcher it was my aim to understand from my practice the knowledge
that was propositional and interpretive. To decipher which situations needed the
strict guidelines to achieve a predetermined outcome and when my understanding
from experience could be implemented to achieve a desired goal. The technical
aspects of my singing, acting and dancing were often predetermined, however, my
interpretation of character and emotion drew on my previous experiences both
within the scenario and also from personal life experiences.

Data Generation Methods
This study employs two methods for data collection and analysis, case study and
experimental design:

1. Case study
“Qualitative case study is an approach to research that facilitates exploration of a
phenomenon within its context using a variety of data sources. This ensures that
the issue is not explored through one lens, but rather a variety of lenses which
allows for multiple facets of the phenomenon to be revealed and understood”
(Baxter & Jack, 2008) The use of case study as a tool in research has been applied
in many different disciplines by scholars such as Stake (1978, 1995), Yin (2003),
and Creswell, Hanson, Clark Plano & Morales (2007). The purpose of this case
study is to observe performances and to give a detailed explanation of what
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happened, identifying problems and formulating solutions to these problems.
When presenting information about diverse musical styles from legit through to
rock case study method supports the process for how these genres will be studied
and analysed. Through regular consultations with a voice specialist an exploration
of the practical performance requirements for each of these genres will be
examined. These consultations give insight into the pedagogical approaches used
to teach and perform these different genres.

2. Experimental design
“Experimental design is the traditional approach to quantitative research. In an
experiment you test an idea (or practice or procedure) to determine whether it
influences an outcome or dependant variable” (Creswell 2013, pp.320-321).
Experimental design has been used across multi-disciplines and to varying
degrees. Many of these designs have been outlined by Broota (1989), Robson
(2002), Creswell (2007, 2014), Ryan (2007), Thyer (2012) and Kirk (2013).

As this research is practice-led, the development through self-observation will be
presented via the medium of three performances. The first performance
demonstrates the performer in the pre-research stage. This performance will be
recorded, and the data collected dissected and evaluated and later used for
comparison with the third performance. In between the first and last performance
a semi-staged production will demonstrate elements of singing, acting and
movement. Finally, after the succession of vocal consultations, acting lessons and
movement classes the third performance will be presented. This recital will
include higher-level repertoire and highlight skills learnt during the process. This
data will be evaluated and compared to the initial recital.
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In order to examine the development between the first and third recitals
experimental design method will be employed as outlined by the following
diagram.
PRE-TEST
(assess knowledge and learning style)

EXPERIMENTATION AND INTERVENTION
(structured and non-structured learning)

POST TEST
(assess knowledge and learning style)

The first and third performance will draw from repertoire from legit through to
rock. Doing this provides stable components from which to draw comparison and
evaluate the process. The repertoire selection and technical reinforcement during
the experimentation and intervention stages will provide feedback to assist with
the assessment of current knowledge and what further learning styles need to be
implemented. For this reason, the experimental design is appropriate to use for
examining the specific differences between the first and final performances, and
the ability to measure efficacies in performance and technique.

To demonstrate the relevance of this scale of genres I performed two
performances, one (pre-research) at the commencement of the study and one
(post-research) at the conclusion. The purpose of these performances was to show
the development of the singer starting as a beginner music theatre singer, through
intense training to a solid confident performer. The mapping of this journey of
discovery as a singer and performer provided an insight into the appropriate
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training for a male singer from beginner to performer. The final performance, near
the conclusion of the study, incorporated all the areas of study during the process.
It was predominately different from the initial performance, exemplifying a
greater degree of technical proficiency. Some pieces were repeated to assist in
showing the development of the performer over the period of study.

A small staged musical production showing excerpts from a musical was
performed to show evidence of singing, acting and movement. This will
incorporate other performers, showing an ability to work collegially with other
performers. All three of these performance will incorporate the elements learnt
throughout the process in the three areas of singing, acting and dancing or body
awareness development.

Chapter Structure
The chapter structure for this thesis follows the three performances and presents a
conclusion and further research opportunities based on the outcomes from these
performances. Each chapter follows a standard pattern discussing the preparation,
performance and reflection for each performance. Chapter One investigates the
initial performance on Friday 17th May 2013, Chapter Two the performance on
Thursday 6th November 2014 and Chapter Three final performance on
Wednesday 19th November 2014. The conclusion links back to the research
question and literature, in the light of the findings from the projects and presents
areas for further research.
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Proposed Outcomes
With the ever-changing face of music theatre in this country and abroad, I see the
need for a study that will examine the current and possible projected outcomes
required by singers to perform this genre of music. While it is not the intention of
this document to minutely examine or compare pedagogical methods, the benefits
of a study like this could assist teachers in the instruction of their male students,
enabling teachers to provide a more balanced approach to their studio teaching.
Gaining insight into the differences between Classical and Contemporary singing
and how these apply to musical theatre would enable teachers to understand the
pedagogical changes needed to achieve the required vocal outcome. The intention
is to work towards these outcomes:
•

greater awareness of the journey of discovery a singer experiences as they
develop their performance skills.

•

a greater understanding of the vocal technique required to sing a variety of
styles relevant to this discipline.

•

the importance of other areas including movement and connection to text
when singing musical theatre repertoire.

While the concept of Triple Threat is discussed within the document, it should be
noted that that it is beyond the scope of this study to extensively examine training
across the three areas.
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CHAPTER 3: OVERVIEW OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
AND TRANSFORMATION
The discipline of singing has two facets; classical and contemporary. While there
are similarities between these, there are also many differences. The teaching and
application of vocal technique varies depending on which of these styles you are
singing. Within each style there is also variation to application of technique. In
classical singing the vocal foundations remain the same, however different
stylistic applications are applied depending on whether it is art song, lieder,
oratorio or opera. In contemporary singing the same applies with variations
between the CCM styles like jazz, pop, rock to name a few. LoVetri in Woodruff
(2011) states “CCM styles all have their own parameters but are linked by their
common roots in the speaking voice” (p.45).
For all singing there is an intricate system of neuro muscular balances being the
brain, the larynx, the respiratory system and the support system. According to
Sundberg (1987) there are three main areas to the voice: the breathing apparatus,
the vocal folds and the vocal tract. However as stated earlier how these are used
varies between each style.
Bartlett (2016) discusses the simultaneous action required for all singing which
includes: Intention, intellect, breath flow and support, fine muscle co-ordination,
intonation, rhythm, language, emotion, imagination, energy and ego/self. She
continues adding that healthy vocal production appropriate to the song being sung
is reliant on:
•

Optimal breath pressure and flow

•

Laryngeal-muscular coordination

•

Optimal use of resonance spaces

•

Free articulation

Often voice teachers believe that the classical voice technique will be suited to all
singing types, but Hall (2007) disputes this idea stating that “classical vocal
technique, vocabulary, and repertoire were, in most cases, not appropriate for
musical theater students” (p.569).
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Differences between classical and contemporary vocal techniques
There are many differences between classical and contemporary vocal techniques
and these are often seen as a Binary. However, music theatre vocal technique
draws on both disciplines as a continuum rather than a binary. Singers need to be
abreast with technical aspects relating to both classical and CCM. Many
researchers including myself have displayed the binary between classical and
CCM vocal techniques. Below is a table of broad differences between each style
that the researcher discovered during this study. Within each style there are also
stylistic differences. Due to the breadth of this these will not be discussed here.
Figure 1: Classical and CCM Vocal Techniques (Holley)
CLASSICAL
Legato Singing
Round Vowels
Neutral to Lower Larynx
Vibrato
M2 dominant for females
No variation to written rhythms
Squillo
Natural Vocal Projection
Clean Onsets
Seamless registration Shift
Low breath support
Composers interpretation of text
Stand and deliver

CONTEMPORARY
Speech Quality
Wider vowels
Neutral to higher Larynx
No Vibrato
M1 dominant
Freedom to change rhythms
Twangy Tone
Amplification
Glottal or scoop onsets
Undisguised registration
Low and Rib Cage breath support
Singers interpretation of text
Movement and freedom
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These findings are supported by Kim Chandler (2014) in the following table.

Figure 2: Classical and CCM Vocal Techniques (Chandler)
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They are also showed in the table from Kempfer (2014, p.33).

Figure 3: Classical and CCM Vocal Techniques (Kempfer)

As shown in the three figures above there are a number of differences between the
two styles. Each figure shows similarities and some of these will now be
discussed further.
In her dissertation Kempfer (2014) discusses the differences between classical and
CCM for both genders by breaking the voice down into five micro areas; vocal
fold function, laryngeal height, vocal tract/pharynx space, breathing and vibrato
(p.52). She noted that vocal fold function changes for women in CCM compared
to classical, however doesn’t change for men. This is because men maintain
Thyroarytenoid (TA) dominance throughout their range for the majority of time in
both classical and CCM voice production.
Laryngeal height is different in both classical and CCM and applies the same
ideas for both genders. Classical singing has a lower more relax larynx which
allows for a longer vocal tract. For CCM the larynx is more neutral or slightly
higher allowing for a brighter tonal quality. The vocal tract/pharynx space is
longer in classical singing and therefore gives a darker fuller tone while the CCM
space is shorter hence giving a brighter sound.
When it comes to breath and vibrato again there are differences between the two
styles. As classical singing uses more Cricothyroid (CT) dominant production the
breath flow needs to be greater as the thin vocal folds remain closed for a shorter
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period of time. CCM is more TA dominant meaning that the folds are thicker and
therefore stay closed for longer. This means that the pressure of air needed is less
than for classical. In classical singing as shown in the figures above vibrato is
used from the onset of sound, while in CCM vibrato is mainly used as an effect
and fairly sparingly.
LoVetri in Woodruff (2011) discusses the difference between both styles in depth
and notes that whether singing classical or CCM one must change the vocal
quality to suit the style. Classical singers have a specific set of resonance
frequencies or singer’s formant and are required to sing legato lines with
consistent vibrato and great volume. They must be able to vary vowel quality and
overall volume to suit the period style of the music being presented. A key point
to note is that in classical singing the repertoire is written for a specific voice type
and is rarely varied for performance. Transposition is strongly discouraged and
the voice must fit the role. Singers should sing exactly the notation on the page,
with stylistic variations only as appropriate. With CCM the vocal line is more
speech like and singers have the option to transpose songs to relevant keys as
required. Singers have the option to change tempos or melody lines as they
choose.
Music Theatre Singing
Music theatre singing draws on both disciplines when presenting the written
works for the genre. For this reason singers need to be abreast with the stylistic
expectations for each of these styles and be able to apply these techniques to the
appropriate repertoire.
Ness (2014) wrote an article on the teaching of music theatre singing taking an
integrated dialectical approach. She discusses the dialectic of breath, source
(vocal folds), and filter (vocal tract), and explores how these dialectics relate to
music theatre singing. She draws on similar ideas to that of Kempfer.
When talking about breath she states that the use of breath in singing music
theatre needs to be flexible. Sometimes you may need a more still breath, other
times a flowing breath and finally a breathy tone. In source she writes about the
TA dominance of thick vocal fold singing and the use of thinner (CT) vocal fold
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singing. “Music theatre vocal training must incorporate activities that engage the
vocal fold in these various ways, from TA-dominant, thicker vocal fold postures
to CT-dominant, thinner fold postures” (Ness, p.12). In music theatre the vocal
tract is often shorter due to the higher larynx and wider mouth position which
narrows the vocal tract. This in turn creates a brighter vocal quality due to the
higher frequencies created by the shorter tract.
Ness also discusses the differences in phrasing and vocal line noting that in
classical singing the legato line is of premier importance, while for music theatre
a more speech like approach is often implemented. Vibrato is used consistently in
classical while used more for emotional effect at the end of sustained notes in
music theatre. Music theatre places a high emphasis on consonants while classical
focusses more on vowels. Another difference between the two is the importance
of the whole body being involved in the presentation of a song in music theatre
rather than just being in the voice like classical. The physical connection to a
character requires the whole body to be engaged from a dramatic perspective in
order to be able to portray the character effectively. This key difference in music
theatre adds an additional dimension to the performance that is often not
presented in other styles. Ness pulls it all together by saying:
Integrating the dialectics of the voice (varying power, source and filter
interaction) with style (line, vibrato, articulation, and rhythmic movement)
and dramatic interpretation (tactics that move the actor toward or away
from objectives) opens up the possibility of a more complete singer actor
(p.25).
Taking into consideration the differences between classical and contemporary
singing and their application to music theatre, I present a brief overview of my
transformation and some of the exercises I used, plus some additional exercises to
assist with the development of a relevant music theatre vocal sound.
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My Vocal Transformation
Personal Reflection
Entering into this study I believed that I had a very solid grasp on everything to
do with singing. I soon realised that my understanding was limited to classical
training and much of what I knew in the contemporary voice world was relatively
insignificant. While some of the basics of singing were similar in both genres,
how the vocal mechanism was used varied significantly. Eighteen months of
intense contemporary training provided me with a better understanding of this
genre, although there is still much to learn. For me the greatest challenge is
switching between classical and contemporary voices without compromising
either genre.
I came to realise that singing in a rock style is a specialist area that requires
intense physical and vocal training to be able to execute a performance with
minimal vocal tension. Mastering this style takes years of training and practice
and it is definitely an area that I will continue to develop. Studying rock music has
released an area of my voice that previously was lacking and has given me a freer
open sound in the upper register. I enjoyed the experience of learning how to use
that section of my vocal register and have been able to apply some of the
techniques learnt to a number of other contemporary styles.

Consonants and vowels in CCM
One of the major differences between classical and CCM is the importance and
implications of vowels and consonants when singing. In classical singing the
vowels are most important with the consonants used to give meaning to the
vowels. This is to enable the singer to achieve a smooth legato line and fluid tone.
CCM is based heavily on speech sound and therefore places higher emphasis on
consonants rather than vowels. The vowels are the most variable, influenced by
the tongue position used for the desired accent. When preparing students to sing
CCM there are a number of key consonants that are used to assist in creating the
desired vocal tone. These are often represented in the vocal exercises used, which
in turn correlates to the performance of the piece.
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The use of semi-occluded sounds like the lip or tongue trill assist in keeping a free
and resonant sound, allowing the singer to move more freely through the registers.
Exercise 1: Lip and Tongue trills (Anon)

These trills can be interwoven with the use of the ‘ng’ and ‘zzz’ sounds which
assist also with obtaining vocal freedom.
Exercise 2: Scales with ng and zzz (Holley)

When working with vowels in CCM the addition of a consonant before the vowel
can assist greatly in achieving the same benefit as the semi-occluded sound. Using
the hard consonants like ‘g’ will assist with improving vocal fold closure.
Exercise 3: Hard ‘g’ with vowel ‘ee’ (Seth Riggs)

Voiced consonants like ‘m’ and ‘n’ assist in strengthening the voice by keeping
the voice continually phonating while balancing air flow and cord closure.
Exercise 4: ‘Nay’ Arpeggio (Seth Riggs)
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The use of ‘w’ will assist with grabbing when singing and ‘z’ helps to create
balance in the voice. Using the closed vowels ‘oo’ and ‘ee’ in the upper register
assist in getting the clearer thin fold resonance, without the vocal tension.
Exercise 5: ‘wee’ and ‘zoo’ (Seth Riggs)

Exercises that use words like ‘no’ help to create speech quality singing which is
used extensively in CCM.
Exercise 6: ‘No Way’ speech exercise (Anon)

An aspect of contemporary vocal style is rock singing. Below are two examples of
rock exercises that assist with creating a harder vocal tone suitable to the rock
style. They focus on using the words’ hey’, ‘yeh’ and ‘yah’ which assist in
stronger projected speech quality tone.
Exercise 7: Rock using ‘hey’, ‘yeh’ and ‘yah’ (Holley)

Exercise 8: Rock using ‘yeh’ and ‘yah’ (Holley)
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This research has shown me that there is plenty of information to learn about how
to sing and teach the contemporary music theatre style of singing. While I have
learnt many things I know that this is a continuum and even though I have
improved in my skills as a contemporary singer, this is only the beginning of my
learning.
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CHAPTER 4: PERFORMANCES
PERFORMANCE ONE
For this autoethnographic study it was important to establish a clear starting point,
thus I presented a recital program portraying my current understanding and
performance skills of musical theatre repertoire and stagecraft. The presentation
and analysis of this performance enabled me to develop a framework for the
training needed to enhance my skills as a musical theatre performer. In this
chapter recital preparation, repertoire choice, current vocal position and
production requirements are discussed. I then present the performance elements of
the recital including rehearsals, lessons and the moment of performance. Finally I
present a reflection on the performance and present potential goals for further
development.
Preparation
When researching musical theatre shows and repertoire it became apparent that
there was a scale of genres from legit through to rock. Some shows are a specific
genre and every song within that show is stylistically the same. An example of
this were the early musicals that used a very classical singing tone (legit). Other
shows while being a specific genre may draw on singing styles outside of that
genre. This could include a pop musical using a more legit sounding song within
the show. Finally with repertoire within a show, a song may draw from a number
of genres and mould them into one song. For example a song in a rock musical
may begin in a more classical style, transition to a rock style and then revert back
to the classical sound. When selecting repertoire for the initial recital I considered
it important to reflect this scale of genres in my performance. It was important to
select repertoire suited to the beginner or intermediate male singer, as I was still
very much a musical theatre amateur at this stage. There are many anthologies for
the younger singer and I thought this repertoire would be a good starting point, as
it represented my current position in the genre. These anthologies presented
suitable ideas for legit repertoire and some more contemporary songs. The biggest
difficulty was finding suitable repertoire in the rock genre for this point in my
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development. After many weeks of reading through repertoire and discovering
what did and did not work for my voice, I selected the following legit,
contemporary and rock songs:
Legit: Pirates of Penzance: Pirate King, Carousel: You’ll Never Walk Alone, My
Fair Lady: On the Street Where You Live
Contemporary: Les Miserables: Stars, Newsies: Santa Fe, Chicago: Mr
Cellophane
Rock: Jesus Christ Superstar: Heaven on Their Minds, Hair: I Got Life

When discussing the musical works studied, reference is made to the vocal range
of the pieces. To assist with the clarification of these vocal ranges I have included
the following figure as a guide.
Figure 4: Vocal Range Clarification

Pirates of Penzance (Gilbert and Sullivan, 1879) is a comic opera in two acts. The
story is based around a young pirate Frederic who turns twenty-one and decides to
leave his compulsory apprenticeship as a pirate to pursue a better life. He meets
and falls in love with Mabel while trying to escape the clutches of the pirate crew.
Unfortunately for Frederic he is born in a leap year and therefore is technically
not twenty-one and has to remain as a pirate. The song, Pirate King, is from the
first act. The song is of a legit nature and has a small range B2 to D4 but has
scope for improvising up to A4. The role of the Pirate King is cast as a
bass/baritone, which made it an appropriate choice for me. The character is the
leader of the Pirates of Penzance and is usually played by a handsome, athletic
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actor. He is kindhearted and romantic, and enjoys strutting himself on the stage,
shirt open and very charismatic. The character is portrayed as not being very
intelligent, and this is disguised by him being very light-hearted and humorous.
Carousel (Rogers and Hammerstein, 1945) tells the story of Billy Bigelow, a
carousel barker who falls in love with millworker, Julie. They fall against hard
times and Billy attempts a robbery to help support Julie and his unborn child. This
fails and Billy is shot and dies. The song, You’ll Never Walk Alone, occurs when
Billy is visiting from heaven at his daughter’s graduation. Although this song is
written for a female character it is often sung by male soloists. This piece uses a
range of C3 to G4 and demonstrates the classical singer’s seamless registration
shift. It requires the singer to keep the vowels rounded and forward, and to extend
the vocal tract enabling a fluid transition from the lower register into the upper
register. All the while maintaining a controlled vibrato.
My Fair Lady (Lerner and Loewe, 1956) is based on George Bernard Shaw's play,
Pygmalion, and is a musical in two acts. It depicts the story of Eliza Doolittle, a
flower girl with a strong cockney accent, who is taken in by Professor Higgins. In
order to settle a wager with his friend, Higgins attempts to change Eliza from a
flower girl with a terrible accent into a lady. Many attempts are made to improve
her speech, including taking her to the races at Ascot. It is at this event that Eliza
meets Freddy. Following on from the races the song On the Street Where You
Live is sung by Freddy Eynsford-Hill, a young English aristocrat who is smitten
by the cockney Eliza Doolittle. The song is sung outside her house as he waits to
tell her how much he loves her. The song has a range from C4 to F5, but mostly
sits in the middle-baritone range.
Les Miserables (Boublil and Schönberg 1985) is a musical version of Victor
Hugo’s classic novel of the same name. The song, Stars, is sung by Javert, a
police inspector pursuing Jean Valjean. It comes at a time when Valjean has once
again escaped from Javert’s grasp and is discussing with God how one day he will
arrest him and justice will be served. Javert is a strong military character who sees
life as being very black and white. He follows the letter of the law and believes
that others should also. Javert sees that Valjean is a convict and does not deserve
his freedom. When he discovers that Valjean is the mayor known as Monsieur
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Madeleine, he works to denounce him and reveal his real identity. Each time that
Valjean escapes him, Javert believes that God should punish Valjean and cannot
understand why this is not happening. This is reflected in the lyrics of the song
Stars. It has a baritone range of B4 to E5 and requires a strong vocal tone and
numerous emotional changes, which come as a result of the character questioning
his ideals and struggling with the grey areas of the situation.
Newsies (Menken and Feldman 2011) is a Disney stage production of the film
Newsies. The story is based on the real life story of the Newsboys strike in New
York. The character of Jack Kelly is portray by a young charismatic boy who
dreams of a life in Santa Fe. He is a protagonist, who leads a group of newspaper
boys in a revolution against the newspaper companies. The song, Santa Fe, is
sung by Jack Kelly, about his dreams of a better life in Santa Fe. It has a range of
A4 to F5 and requires the use of an American accent. This song uses a mix of
speech singing and legato phrases. Similarly to the classical recitative, this piece
uses speech quality to enable the character to tell the story in a clear and
articulated manner. This happens on a number of occasion during the song. An
example of this is presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Speech Singing (Santa Fe from Newsies – Hal Leonard)

Interspersed with these speech quality lines are beautiful legato lines that help to
bring out the emotional passion of the character, as he strives for his dream of
being in Santa Fe. An example of legato phrasing is presented in the following
figure.
Figure 6: Legato Singing (Santa Fe from Newsies – Hal Leonard)
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Jesus Christ Superstar (Webber and Rice 1971) is a rock musical which began
life as a rock opera album. The musical follows the life of Jesus and his disciples
through the eyes of Judas Iscariot. Unlike other musicals of the time, there was no
written script. The story was portrayed purely through the lyrics of the songs. By
only presenting the last seven days of Jesus life, Webber and Rice were able to
avoid the engagement of the divinity associated with Jesus. This was a clever
move by the authors, although it did stir conflict with the religious conservatives.
The song, Heaven on Their Minds, is sung by Jesus’ right-hand man, Judas. This
is the first song in the musical and represents Judas agony and concern for the
escalating popularity of Jesus. While many see Jesus as the Messiah or God,
Judas sees him as fragile man, and does not understand the things he is doing and
saying. As Jesus’ popularity increase, Judas’ frustration towards Jesus also
escalates causing a riff between them. This is a challenging song to sing,
particularly given its rock vocal characteristics and extensive range of D4 to A5
and also its emotional journey of building frustration towards Jesus.
Hair (1967) was the first rock musical to be written and was based on the sexual
revolution led by the hippies in the 1960s. It was the first musical to have an
integrated cast. It was set in the Age of Aquarius where sex and drugs were used
as a way of avoiding reality and the uptight establishments of the time. It is based
around a group of young alternative people known as the ‘Tribe’ and the song I
Got Life is sung by Claude, the leader of this ‘Tribe’. The song comes as a
reaction to his parents saying they will not financially support him anymore and
that the army will sort him out. This song is aimed at the tribe to encourage them.
Claude is an honest, handsome and playful young man who loves life. Like the
previous song this song also explores the extremities of the vocal range and
extends from a C4 to F5. As shown in Figure 7 the repeated F5, delivered in a
speech-like tone at the end of the second chorus, requires stamina and vocal
support to achieve the required rock quality.
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Figure 7: I Got Life (Hair – Hal Leonard)

Chicago (Kander and Ebb 1975) is based on the 1926 play, Chicago, by Maurine
Dallas Watkins. It is set in the razzle dazzle of the roaring twenties and tells the
story of the corrupt legal system in Chicago. The character of Amos Hart,
husband to Roxie, is a baritone role. Frustrated that his wife does not even
recognize his existence, Amos sings Mr Cellophane. Like Santa Fe it incorporates
both speech-like and lyrical singing. While not an extensive range, this song
requires a depth of characterisation to make it believable. The character of Amos
moves from a shy, understated stance in the beginning of the song, through to a
charismatic go getter at the end of the song. The final section has the singer
exploring the upper register to a G4.
I found the legit repertoire much easier to sing as it is closely related to my
classical training. Although I could sing the other repertoire, the challenge was to
sing the songs in an authentic manner. The techniques required to sing rock
repertoire like ‘I got life’ and ‘Heaven on their minds’ was particularly foreign to
me. At the beginning of this study I had a comfortable vocal range of E2 to E4,
with some not always reliable upper register notes apparent. I had a connection
with the falsetto range up to C5, but at times it was very breathy. This vocal range
is demonstrated in the figure below. To be able to sing this repertoire I needed to
work on the extension and consolidation of my vocal registers.
Figure 8: Vocal Registers
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A key emergent issue of this research is the management of performance anxiety.
As I was exploring many new genres and techniques this created issues for me as
a performer. Performance anxiety in the creative arts, sports and corporate
settings has an established body of research. There are many similarities among
these fields and the effects this anxiety has on the desired outcome within each
discipline. In music literature this anxiety is often referred to as Music
Performance Anxiety (MPA). It can be defined as “the experience of persisting,
distressful apprehension about and/or actual impairment of, performance skills in
a public context, to a degree unwarranted given the individual’s aptitude, training
and level of preparation” (Kenny, 2006). Performance anxiety can also affect a
performer in lessons, rehearsals and private practice.
In the text The Inner Game of Music, (Green and Gallwey, 1987) the authors
present a concise and informative solution to overcoming the obstacles that form
barriers for performers. They suggest that there is an equation that can be used to
explain all performance settings: Performance = potential – interference (P=p-i).
In order for the performance to be successful the musician must first know their
potential and then understand their own self interferences in order to work out
strategies to assist with overcoming these interferences. When a musician
identifies these interferences, they can then discover how they affect their
performance, allowing them to practice methods by which to change these
interferences into positives within their performance. They suggest that
performers need to understand their performance or achievement goals and then
apply what they have learnt into performing. This means that as performers they
have a clear goal or outcome, are aware of what things may hinder them and then
trust that what they have prepared will be presented in a relaxed manner. When
applying this to my own preparation and performances I first had to work on the
‘potential’ section. My lack of confidence in myself had me questioning my
singing ability which initially prevented me from reaching my potential. Through
the affirmation of my teachers and fellow voice students I was gradually able to
see the strengths in my vocal ability. This hindrance meant that I was unable to
focus on the interference section of the equation. As I developed more confidence
in my own performing I was able to focus on the next section grappling with the
new ideas and techniques in contemporary singing. While I thought the
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performances went well the interferences or concerns about my new vocal
techniques impeded the final performance outcome.
My study as a classical singer has grounded me in the pedagogy required to sing
classical repertoire. I had performed as a classical soloist for over ten years and
felt comfortable with the repertoire. I also had experience in singing jazz and
some contemporary repertoire but had had no formal training in this area. This
was largely due to the insufficient availability of teachers. I had learnt through
experimentation and adapting my classical vocal technique to suit the repertoire.
Commencing vocal training with a contemporary singing specialist quickly
revealed the flaws in my technique and understanding of the style. In particular,
my weakness in the upper register and falsetto range became very apparent. In
order to sing this repertoire I would have to adapt my way of thinking to
accommodate the necessary vocal expectations.
Changes included vowel formation and placement, minimisation of vibrato,
engaging the twang, thinning of the vocal folds in the upper register, less breath in
the falsetto and a different control of breath support mechanism. I also had to
rethink what it was to be a baritone and the psychological barrier of thinking I
could only sing to a certain pitch. Many of these ideas were very new to me and it
was clear that the path ahead was going to be challenging.
For the first recital I wanted to present the repertoire in a theatrical setting
incorporating costumes, sets, lighting and character representation. The idea was
to present myself in the very early stages of my vocal journey. I chose a lecture
theatre setup, which allowed me to have a small accompanying ensemble on stage
with me. The theatre allowed me to use both the stage and balcony to present my
repertoire and to provide some contrast in settings for each song. The theatre had
a projection screen on the back wall of the stage. This enabled me to project
backdrops to assist in creating the scene with minimal set change. I presented the
repertoire progressing from legit to rock and divided the sections by using
prerecorded commentary of the repertoire. This enabled me to change costumes
between sets. I had designed a wardrobe that meant a simple change between
songs on stage allowed me to present different characters without disrupting the
flow of the performance.
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In my performance of music theatre repertoire I have drawn on three main vocal
styles: legit, contemporary and rock. Kathryn Green, et al (2014) discovered in
their research that the industries focus on styles for music theatre were legit,
traditional musical theatre, contemporary musical theatre, and pop/ rock. The legit
repertoire was the purely classical repertoire, the traditional was like Broadways
version of classical singing and drew an emphasis on lyrics and was often speechlike. The contemporary is the Broadway version of pop/rock and pop/rock
incorporates a myriad of contemporary vocal techniques including scream and
growl. Many of these are from Contemporary Commercial Music (CCM), an
American term that refers to music not regarded as classical repertoire. I
researched the genres required for my study and then selected a teacher who had
experience and expertise in teaching them. The styles I was most interested in
learning were Pop, Contemporary Speech Singing and Rock. Initially the lessons
were for a period of one hour, weekly. After a period of time I changed these
lessons to fortnightly and focussed on the recital repertoire. These lessons began
from my pre-confirmation stage of study through to my final recital.
As discussed in the previous chapter there are many differences between classical
and contemporary singing. At first I found these lessons challenging as I changed
my technique from a very traditional style, (vibrato on every note, full bodied
voice, solid projection) to a more fluid contemporary style, (vibrato only at the
end of phrases, softer vocal tone, less projection). I found myself always oversinging to achieve the necessary vocal response. In the lower register of my voice
I engaged thick vocal folds giving a fuller tone and this was then carried to the
upper register. This caused a number of issues and limited my vocal development,
particularly in the upper register. Through a considerable amount of work I was
able to apply a thinner vocal tone enabling me to open the top end of my vocal
register.
When studying as a classical singer I had trained as a baritone. This meant that I
had a solid lower register, but moved prematurely to my falsetto range to
accommodate higher notes. I had not been properly taught how to engage the
upper register of my voice, so I used falsetto to increase my range. The lower and
upper range is illustrated in the figure below to give a clearer understanding to
where the voice moved to falsetto.
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Figure 9: Movement to Falsetto

In my lessons I learnt how to extend my upper register, thus allowing a greater
scope of range to perform the mix of contemporary styles. This also enabled me
to extend my falsetto register which allowed for greater vocal diversity,
particularly in the rock genre.
Performance
In preparation for my first recital I ran the entire program a number of times to
make sure I could maintain vocal endurance, particularly given the stylistic
diversity of the program. As my program encompassed styles from legit through
to rock, the vocal demands were intense and I needed to make sure I could carry
through with the program. In addition, I needed to prepare how I was going to
portray each work from a character perspective. What emotions were required?
How would it be staged? What was the connection between myself and the
instrumental ensemble?
As I was unable to run the program in the venue until the sound check, I needed to
block movement and establish staging that would enhance and not detract from
my performance. I chose to keep movement to a minimum as I had not done any
movement or dance training and I also wanted to give an honest representation of
the unrefined nature of my music theatre training. I decided to keep staging as
simple as possible and used projected images on the screen to establish different
scenarios. Using black stage boxes I was able to create three levels for
performance: floor, and two varied raised levels. I then added some props,
including a stool, tin trunks and freestanding cutouts of street lamps. A diagram of
the stage layout follows.
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Diagram 1

The theatre was equipped with a lighting desk, so I was able to change the scene
and establish the mood of each song with lighting changes. For the performance I
used the main stage area and a small balcony area above the stage to vary the
performance space and provide a contrast between works. For this performance I
used an instrumental ensemble of piano, bass and drums. They were incorporated
into the stage area so as to bring a connectedness between voice and ensemble.
This enabled the band to become engaged in the performance and create a greater
sense of musical cohesion, particularly as I was performing vocal solos. (see
Diagram 1)
The performance began with Pirate King. I entered the stage from the back of the
theatre through the audience, as I wanted to include them from the outset. I wore
black pants and a white pirate shirt and carried a sword. I then added a red jacket
and pirate hat during the performance. There was some movement incorporated,
with a focus on audience engagement. The backdrop was the deck of a pirate ship
as shown in Diagram 2.
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Diagram 2

This song was followed by a video presentation introducing the next two songs.
This video gave me time to change into my next costume. These songs
represented a more contemporary vocal style. The first, Stars, used the backdrop
of a dark street in Paris, shown in Diagram 3. I wore a military jacket to assist in
establishing the character of the police inspector. Due to the nature of this song
limited movement was used. At its end I moved to the balcony, (Diagram 4)
which was used to resemble the outside of a building. While moving there I
removed my jacket and was left with a shirt and vest, representative of the
newsboy character I was portraying. At the song’s conclusion I again returned to
prerecorded video whilst changing for the next two songs.
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Diagram 3

Diagram 4

These songs featured legit repertoire. For the first song of this set, On the Street
Where you Live, I wore top hat and tails and included movement representative of
walking along the street. The projected image was of terraced housing with
pebbled streets and trees. (Diagram 5) The simplicity of this costume also enabled
me to remove jacket, hat and vest during the introduction of the next piece to
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change character to Billy for You’ll Never Walk Alone. I performed this piece
sitting on the stool on the upper level of the staging. This song involved minimal
movement and the backdrop was of horses on a carousel. (Diagram 6) This was
followed by more prerecorded video material introducing the next set of two rock
songs.
Diagram 5

Diagram 6
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The backdrop for the first song, Heaven on Their Minds, was of pillars and steps
representing the sandstone buildings of Rome. (Diagram 7) I wore jeans and black
leather jacket to project a more contemporary feel. This piece used movement
between the three layers of the staging as I portrayed the agitation felt by the
character. The final song in this set was I got Life. For this song I removed the
jacket and added a vest and peace necklace to establish the 1970s hippie
character. This song used a lot of movement around the stage and eventually
ended with me moving through the audience as I sang. Diagram 8 shows the
backdrop for this song.
Diagram 7
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Diagram 8

After a short video wrap-up I returned to the stage to sing Mr Cellophane. The
backdrop was of an empty stage reminiscent of the scene from the show.
(Diagram 9) I wore an old jacket to represent the simple nature of the character.
The piece used movement, beginning with simple gestures then progressing to
larger movements as the character unfolded. This concluded the performance.
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Diagram 9

Reflection
I thought that the beginning of the first song Pirate King worked well and set up
the character of the pirate king. The initial vocal tone, costume and staging were
appropriate for this piece. However, watching the performance playback I noticed
that the acting component was not as fluid as it could have been. Also, while the
piece began in a contemporary vocal tone, as the piece continued I reverted back
to my old, heavier singing tone which made the piece less energised.
The second piece Stars portrayed more of an authentic characterisation and vocal
tone. The mix of a contemporary sound with a legit sound was suitable and
assisted in portraying the emotion of the character. I thought that my performance
required more energy, both physically and dynamically, especially near the end.
The third piece Santa Fe showed a solid example of more speech-like singing. It
required a younger vocal tone and I thought this was achieved. This piece had
colour and shade and I thought the change of stage placement suited the piece
well. However, the performance revealed tension from a laryngeal perspective,
particularly in the higher section.
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The fourth piece On the Street Where You Live reflected well on my classical
training. This legit song drew on my strength in legato singing and the use of
vibrato. It came more naturally and the simplicity of movement was appropriate
for the song. I thought I created a free vocal tone that was honest and true to the
character of the song. This was also represented in the fifth piece You’ll Never
Walk Alone, a legit song requiring pure legato vocal tone. This piece had very
minimal movement which assisted in portraying the spiritual message of the song
and allowed the text to be the primary focus.
The sixth song Heaven on their Minds was one of the most demanding pieces I
performed and was the furthest removed from my classical training. The piece
had many challenges, particularly the use of the rock upper register. (Figure 10)
To sing these notes with minimal tension was a struggle.
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Figure 10: Heaven on their minds (Jesus Christ Superstar – Hal Leonard)

This performance demonstrated my weakness in sustaining the upper register over
a longer period of time. My attention to characterisation was marred by the focus
and energy needed to sing the piece and maintain a rock vocal tone. The ending
also required additional attention and did not really work in this performance,
losing the energy level. This performance showed the need for further work in this
genre.
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The performance of the seventh song I Got Life began with an appropriately
speech-like tone which carried throughout. It had lots of energy which resembled
the driving rock feel of the song. The second chorus was the area I found the most
difficult as it required a continuous repeat of a high F through the words of the
chorus. (Figure 11)
Figure 11: I got life (Hair – Hal Leonard)
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This was concluded with five high notes in a row with high energy and solid
dynamics. (Figure 12)
Figure 12: I got life (Part 2) (Hair – Hal Leonard)

While I thought my characterisation was appropriate, it still highlighted the need
for further work on the rock genre.
The final piece Mr Cellophane, a favorite of mine, was an appropriate choice. The
song portrays a character not significantly different to myself which allowed for a
very realistic performance. This piece uses a mix of contemporary speech-like
patterns (Figure 13) with more legato singing. (Figure 14)
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Figure 13: Speech singing (Mr Cellophane from Chicago – Hal Leonard)
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Figure 14: Legato singing (Mr Cellophane from Chicago – Hal Leonard)

I thought that in this piece I presented these styles authentically, and it was a
pleasant way to conclude the performance.
If I were to perform this program again I would use a compere to introduce the
songs rather than relying on prerecorded commentary. Unfortunately the latter
came across as me speaking predominately to the side of the audience rather than
to the front. While not the intention, it was difficult to know that this was
happening during the recording of the commentary, as I was not receiving a live
feedback to a television screen that I could see. The criticism from my teacher
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was both encouraging and also demonstrated the areas still requiring work. Her
commentary is Appendix One.
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PERFORMANCE TWO
When planning my three performances I wanted to include one performance that
would incorporate elements of singing, acting and movement in a staged
production. During my studies an opportunity arose for me to be involved in a
staged production that was being workshopped as a reading performance. The
piece, Just a Phase was written by award-winning Brisbane composer, musician
and director Alanya Bridge. The story outlines the struggles of a family of four
when the father has a stroke and subsequently develops aphasia, a condition
frequently stemming from brain injury which impairs the ability to speak, read,
write and comprehend language (Bridge 2013).
Preparation
I was invited to audition, but was told very little about the production. As this was
a work in progress it was difficult to research the show. I was sent an excerpt to
be sung by the character I would be playing. This excerpt did not give away ideas
of the meaning behind the song, which made characterisation difficult. After
arriving at the audition venue I rehearsed the set piece with the composer and was
then asked to sight-read a number of other excerpts. I was also asked to read a
short section of script in character. After discussing the work it was easier to
reflect on the character and present an authentic performance. Initially I found the
auditioning process nerve-wracking as I had not auditioned for a show in many
years. However, over the course of the audition my uneasiness dwindled. At the
end of the audition I was offered the part and given information about the show
and was asked to research Aphasia. My character preparation had begun.
The character I was playing was the father (Nathan), a successful businessman
with a wife and two young daughters. Nathan begins the show as a healthy man
enjoying his time with family and loving life. Being a father myself this came
very naturally and I was able to understand the fun-loving nature of the character.
Shortly after the show begins Nathan suffers a stroke and subsequently develops
aphasia. Nathan’s aphasia leaves him unable to speak, but his ability to
comprehend speech remains intact. The plot follows the process of Nathan
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relearning to speak and the frustrations this brings to him and his family. Many
times the words that Nathan speaks and sings are his thoughts, meaning that his
direct interaction with audience and fellow-characters is virtually non-existent.
Coming from a background where I was always told to tell a story and interact
with the audience made this aspect of the character-portrayal difficult to master.
To make this characterisation believable I worked on many different scenarios
with the producer. We experimented with staging and actions that showed I could
understand what people were saying, yet was unable to communicate with them.
Some of these included sitting rigid in a chair, acknowledging the conversation
and then trying to hint a response with my body. Another was standing and
pretending to look into a mirror to give a sense of reflecting my inner thoughts.
Eventually we incorporated a number of these elements and also used specific
lighting to represent when I was thinking and when I was actually trying to
communicate.
I realised that there was a whole level of acting ability I was yet to discover.
Indeed, this production particularly drew my attention to the need for a musical
theatre performer to be well-versed in acting and character interpretation. This
was an area that I continued to workshop after the show.
Meeting the cast was daunting. While the children were fairly new to musical
theatre performance, the performer playing my wife (Leia) was a seasoned
professional. As it had been many years since I had played a stage role I was
somewhat anxious. I began questioning myself and was concerned that I did not
have the skills to perform the role adequately. However, this was not the case and
the other cast members accepted me very quickly. I soon felt comfortable enough
to explore my character and discuss with them how they thought my character
should be portrayed.
The girls playing my daughters (Beth and Jenny) were very charismatic and after
a few sessions of working with them we developed a strong rapport which
enabled us to explore the stage relationship of parent and child. Working with the
character of Leia, the wife, presented challenges for us. While we were both
married and had children of our own, we initially found the stage-connection as
husband and wife slightly confronting. Connecting with the girls in a parental way
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came easily, however, building the connection between us without feeling like we
were crossing boundaries took time to achieve. We established boundaries and
agreed to show gestures of emotion towards each other and have small physical
contact, but that there would be no kissing. Once these boundaries were
established it made our character-portrayal much easier and we were able to build
a realistic connection.
As the piece was a work in progress, many elements still required polishing. We
discussed songs and worked out suitable keys for the songs to have the greatest
impact on text. Some of the songs were rewritten, with verses omitted, and
choruses added. Some were even changed from solos to duets. We also
workshopped the script, changing text to better suit the songs. This was a
collaborative effort between composer, producer and cast. To hear the input of
each person and their take on each character and scene assisted me in gaining a
greater understanding of the show. It also helped me better understand the
thought-processes of the composer and the emotions she was trying to evoke. Our
biggest difficulty lay in the fact that we were only presenting excerpts of the show
and not the entire work. This meant taking the audience on a journey of
understanding without the context of the full story. Choosing which parts to
include and omit was difficult as we needed to tell the story without overpresenting. Eventually we chose to use script to link sections and flesh out the
story.
After a few weeks of editing and rehearsing songs and script we began meeting
regularly with the producer to begin assembling the piece. It was in this phase that
the real development of our characters occurred. The producer had very clear
ideas of how she wanted to present the piece. She had thought of things none of
us had even imagined, which in turn took us to another level as performers. It was
in this stage of rehearsal that I began to understand how inexperienced I was as an
actor. My learning curve increased exponentially as she molded my character and
gave me pointers as to what ideas to keep and which to exclude. This part of the
process was simultaneously scary and exciting. I also learnt a lot from watching
how she worked with the other characters and how the changes in their portrayal
affected my character.
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As rehearsals progressed two more characters were added to the show to assist
with the overall storyline. One of the actors, playing the role of my brother, was a
recent graduate from a musical theatre degree. As someone who had had three
years of acting training it was interesting to see how he worked. He had thought
deeply about his role, and his gestures and stage presence clearly evidenced his
training. This provided a wealth of knowledge to me, and as he was the only other
man in the cast and production crew, I was able to discuss my character from a
male’s perspective. He provided some helpful insight into how the character could
be played.
The blocking of the show happened over a number of sessions as we
experimented with the content. The decision was made to keep props and set very
minimal, thus we needed to set the scene by our actions. As we were performing
in a theatre with audience on three sides we needed to block so that no audience
members were excluded. This presented a number of challenges for the producer
as well as for the characters. The complex nature of Nathans character meant that
at times the audience were hearing him speak directly, while at other times they
heard the thoughts within his head. To assist the audience to differentiate the two
we established a section on stage to be my ‘inner-thought area’. As there were
frequent changes from rehearsal to rehearsal it was often difficult to remember
our decisions.
Once the blocking was finished we ran the show a number of times to consolidate
movements and actions. Once we knew exactly what happened when and where,
we began running the show with props and characterisation. This took the
performance to a whole new level. The reality of our characters began to show
and the characters’ family dynamic began to shine. This was an exhilarating
experience as I saw the work on my singing, acting and stage presence come to
fruition.
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Performance
The production eventually moved from the rehearsal space to the performance
space at the Brisbane Powerhouse. There was only a short time to rehearse the
piece in the theatre before the opening night. This was daunting for all. The first
run had a few scary moments as we readjusted blocking to fit the theatre space.
The second run was as a full dress rehearsal including costume, microphones and
visual elements. Having the musical director play the piano on stage added a
strong sense of teamwork.
The addition of simple but effective visual slides assisted us in telling the story.
For example, when the children were pretending to hold up picture cards to
encourage me to read, these images were projected onto the screen. This enabled
the audience to understand what the children were trying to do with me. These
effects, plus the use of lighting, helped take our performance to the next level.
The sound and lighting took some time to synchronise, but these elements soon
fell into place.
As opening night drew closer nerves and anxiety levels rose. Although I had
performed many times before, this occasion was significantly different. The
bodily sensation before the first public performance was nauseating, and I felt like
I had never stepped foot on stage before. I felt light-headed, my skin was clammy,
and I wondered if was ever going to make it onto the stage. After many deep
breaths I entered the stage to perform, and whilst the first few minutes were
excruciating, by the time I had sung my first song I felt calmer and was able to
enjoy the rest of the performance.
This initial performance went well and required only minimal changes. One of
those changes was my first song. We had worked at making the song quite
charismatic, but during the first performance it was overdone, with too many
actions, which took away from the impact of its conclusion when Nathan has the
stroke. I modified this for the following show and it worked better. The second
night’s performance was recorded, added another dimension of pressure.
Nevertheless I was less nervous on this occasion.
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Reflection
The highlight for me in this production was the manner in which my skills in
singing, acting and movement coalesced. This was the first time that I had been
able to combine these skills in a performance scenario since commencing my
doctoral studies. It gave me insight into elements that were working well and
others that still needed improvement. In this production the change in my singing
voice was clearly evident. The tone in the upper register was freer and easier, and
I felt new strength in the lower register. My emotional connection to the piece
was more overt, which assisted the way I sang. While there were no dance
routines in this production, the dance classes I had been attending had given me a
greater understanding of how my body could be used to assist in portraying my
character’s emotions. In the section where I lost control of my body due to the
stroke, I was able to demonstrate the lack of muscle control experienced by a
stroke victim by allowing my upper body to collapse in on itself and then relied
on the other male character who was my brother to lift me and support me back to
my chair at the back of the stage and to assist me to sit down.
The initial interactions between the character of Jenny and myself were fun and
playful, although I thought my vocal sound could have been more speech-like to
assist the conversational elements of the piece. Nathan’s first solo piece, ‘I’ve got
the Whole Thing Going on’ was far better in the second performance as I was able
to relax and be more naturalistic in my characterization. I related more to my own
personality as a father and implemented these ideas into the performance. The
piece flowed well, although in places I thought I could have used a more speechlike quality.
The duet between Leia and Nathan was challenging as I was interacting with Leia
but all the words were in my head and not directed to her. This meant I needed to
listen and respond to her, but then transmit to the audience that I was singing
thoughts, not words. This section took time to master, but worked well in
performance. The song, Nothing There, was another mix of speech and thought.
This song was slightly easier as the speaking sections (Figure 15) followed a more
conversational style while the thoughts in my head were more legato phrase.
(Figure 16) The difficulty in this song was making sure that the audience
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understood the difference between the two. I demonstrated this by using facial
expressions to the audience when I was speaking out loud and then taking a fixed
glance during the legato section which portrayed the thoughts in my head. This
change in expression and the change in vocal tone quality assisted the
development and execution of the character.

Figure 15: Speech like section (Nothing There from Just a Phase – Bridge)

Not in strict time – more of a spoken rhythm
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Figure 16: Legato Section (Nothing There from Just a Phase – Bridge)

This made moving between sections easier. The challenge in this piece was to
develop the tension and frustration at a gradual pace so as not to climax too early.
In this song my frustration grows until eventually Leia screams at me at the
song’s climax. (Figure 17)
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Figure 17: Climax Section (Nothing There from Just a Phase – Bridge)

This provokes an instant mood change and the sense of emotion moves from
frustration to pain and disappointment.
Figure 18: Emotion change section (Nothing There from Just a Phase –
Bridge)

This was achieved with great fluency in this performance as the tension mounted
and was then suffocated. This emotional roller-coaster was a particularly
enjoyable piece to perform. I learnt vulnerability, allowing myself to be immersed
in the emotional qualities of the song. This piece moved the audience greatly, and
there were many in tears. The final few pieces demonstrated Nathan beginning to
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regain his speech and sense of self. This last section saw a beautiful blend of
singing and acting and encapsulated the true sense of family.
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PERFORMANCE THREE
Over my three years of research I read articles discussing the different ways
musical theatre performances occur. These ranged from solo recitals to cabarets,
open-mic clubs and full-scale musical productions. Having considering my
previous two performances I thought it would be good to present something very
different: a mix of open club and cabaret. I devised a performance to be presented
in a theatre restaurant with a live band, scripted together to provide an overview
of my doctoral studies. This enabled me to present new songs as well as repertoire
I had performed in my initial recital. This would demonstrate another aspect of
performance and allow me to present my development as a music theatre
performer.
Preparation
I started by researching repertoire that would be suitable for such an environment.
I considered a number of elements: Firstly, whether the piece could be performed
independent of the full production? Secondly, would the repertoire suit my current
age of forty-two? Finally, would the repertoire illustrate the development of my
singing during the period of study? I also wanted to re-present some repertoire
performed from the first performance, but in a different setting. To aid
comparison to the first performance the order of songs followed the same
progression from legit to rock. My selection of pieces for the final performance
was as follows:
Legit: Carousel: If I Loved you, South Pacific: Younger Than Springtime, Les
Miserables: Stars, Phantom of the Opera: Music of the Night
Contemporary: Rent: Your Eyes, Miss Saigon: Bui Doi, Chicago: Mr. Cellophane,
Chess: Anthem, Homemade Fusion (Song Cycle): Walking Without You and Lost
in the Waves
Rock: Jesus Christ Superstar: Heaven on Their Minds and Gethsemane
The following section gives a brief overview of the songs and their associated
musicals. Three songs from the first performance (Stars, Mr Cellophane and
Heaven on their minds) were repeated and the details about these were included
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in chapter 1. While not included again here, a reflection on these songs is
presented later in this chapter.
If I Loved You is sung by Billy Bigelow, who can be either a young or more
mature adult. This song is from the musical Carousel (Rogers and Hammerstein
1945) and is sung by Billy, a carousel barker, to Julie, a millworker. While he is
very much in love with her, this song is a play on words about how he would feel
if he actually loved her.
Younger Than Springtime is taken from South Pacific (Rogers and Hammerstein
1949). The piece is sung by Lieutenant Cable, a young Marine Officer with the
US Navy. To begin with the character of Cable is very noble and formal, but as
the musical progresses and he meets Liat, his sense of stability soon becomes
unraveled. It is sung by Cable to Liat, a young islander girl he has fallen in love
with. This romance continues to blossom and causes heartache and confusion for
Cable.
Music of the Night is sung by the Phantom, a disfigured, mature-age character.
This song comes from Phantom of the Opera (Andrew Lloyd Webber and lyrics
by Charles Hart 1986) and tells of the Phantom’s obsession with the beautiful
young Christine and her beguiling voice. The song portrays the Phantom’s desire
for Christine to sing, to abandon her inhibitions and let her voice caress his
desires for music and her. The phantom is often seen as the tragic hero, however
the disturbing nature of his character shows unsettling thoughts towards him
being a villain. The character shows elements of romance, mystery, tragedy and
misfortune.
Your Eyes is taken from the musical Rent (Larson 1996). The song is sung by
Roger, a musician dying from HIV. Roger was a very successful musician who is
now struggling to make ends meet. His character moves through stages of
depression, to moments of excitement. Set on the lower east side of Manhattan,
this song is sung to Mimi by Roger nearing the conclusion of the show. He sings
this song, which he wrote specifically for her. It discusses how he loves her and
he should have told her of his condition sooner. This song was his last attempt at a
successful song.
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Bui Doi is sung by John, an older adult character. This song comes from the
musical Miss Saigon (Boublil and Schönberg 1989). John, once an army GI and
now working for an aid organisation, sings this song about the children of
American soldiers left behind in Vietnam who need to be reconnected with their
fathers. The character of John is fun loving and he begins the show as a reckless
larrikin like his friend Chris. Later in the show John becomes the activist and
stands the moral high ground.
Anthem comes from the musical Chess (Andersson, Ulvaeus, Rice and Nelson
1988). It is sung by Anatoly, a mature adult. Anatoly is a famous Russian chess
grandmaster. The character is based on a real life character by the same name.
Anatoly is desperate to flee his country to go to England to pursue his passion for
playing chess. In this song Anatoly is ambushed by reporters whilst leaving
Russia and asked why he is deserting his homeland.
Walking Without You and Lost in the Waves – although specific ages or genders
are mentioned, significant expertise in music theatre singing is required to
perform these works. These two songs were written by Kooman and Dimond
(2006) and appear in the production Homemade Fusion. They later became part of
the album ‘Out of my Head’ (2011).
The next two songs were from Jesus Christ Superstar (Lloyd Webber and Rice
1971). Heaven on Their Minds - sung by Judas, a mature adult. This song occurs
at the beginning of the musical as Judas is trying to convince Jesus to deny being
the Messiah.
Gethsemane is sung by Jesus, a mature adult. This piece is sung by Jesus in the
Garden of Gethsemane hours before he is to be crucified. In preparation for his
crucifixion, Jesus is pleading with God to relieve him from the duty that he has
been given and to allow him to live. Through the song the intense feelings of pain
and anguish, the bitterness towards his father, the confusion of why he must do
this and the preparation to meet his fate culminate together to give a powerful
representation of his complex life. This character has a strong emotional
component and requires skills both as a singer and as an actor.
All of these pieces were suitable for someone my age, and the darker timbre of
my mature voice worked well for these songs. While well-suited to my voice type
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these songs were also chosen because they extended my musical and vocal
abilities and presented challenges performing capabilities. In particular my focus
was on extending my upper register in the legit and contemporary repertoire.
This was particularly true of the legit repertoire, which required me to sing upper
register notes in a legitimate classical style. This was a challenge as I was also
simultaneously working on contemporary technique, and I needed to be careful
not to confuse these different techniques. To assist with this I worked for a period
with a classical teacher to stabilise my sound for the legit repertoire. After
focusing on contemporary technique for so long, I found that the elements needed
to sing with a classical sound – vibrato, forward round vowel sounds and full
bodied tone - difficult to re-establish. It took extensive practice and focus to make
these sounds appropriate. Both songs If I Loved You (Figure 19) and Younger than
Springtime (Figure 20) had climaxes finishing on upper register notes, and it
proved difficult to keep a forward, rounded sound and not use a wider musical
theatre sound.
Figure 19: If I Loved You (Carousel – Hal Leonard)
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Figure 20: Younger than Springtime (South Pacific – Hal Leonard)

There were three contemporary pop songs: These were Your Eyes, Walking
Without You and Lost in the Waves. These pieces were particularly chosen
because of their need to blend legit and contemporary singing techniques.
Sections of the songs used contemporary speech quality sounds, while other
sections drew on the long legato sounds of the legit style. These songs represented
a good crossover of the styles. I studied these songs with both vocal teachers to
gain insight into how each would teach and perform this repertoire. Thus I was
able to create an interpretation that readily mixed both styles.
Bui Doi and Anthem are majestic, patriotic songs. They require a rich, full-bodied
tone in the climax sections, yet employing a mixed contemporary sound (thinner
vocal folds and lighter tone) during the verse sections. I chose these pieces so I
could combine the full tonal sound of my classical background with a lighter
contemporary quality and experiment with light and shade of tone colour. These
two pieces also worked on an extension of range, but in a different way from the
previous three pieces. Instead of a lighter contemporary sound the upper register
work required more of a Broadway belt sound. A stronger more twangy sound
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with more body to the sound. This presented challenges as I needed to control the
sound without making it too tight and forced in the higher registers.
In the rock genre I chose two songs from the same musical, Jesus Christ
Superstar. I chose to do this so I could present a short segment of the show in
partnership with my contemporary voice teacher. This section included Heaven
on Their Minds, followed by I Don’t Know How to Love Him and finishing with
Gethsemane of which I sang the first and last. I particularly chose Gethsemane
because even though it comes from a rock opera, it uses a mix of legit and rock
techniques. The beginning of this piece has many legit characteristics, smooth
legato lines with darker tones, but it is often sung with a more contemporary legit
sound. (Figure 21) This includes minimal vibrato, slightly wider vowels and
speech quality.
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Figure 21: Gethsemane (Jesus Christ Superstar – Hal Leonard)

However, as the song progresses it takes on more rock characteristics, stronger
accented phrases and belted upper register notes. (Figure 22) This stretched my
singing beyond what I thought capable.
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Figure 22: Gethsemane (Part 2) (Jesus Christ Superstar – Hal Leonard)

Through the use of intense contemporary exercises and techniques, as previously
discussed in the opening chapter, I was able to find notes that I did not know I
could sing. I moved my voice through the upper register and transitioned freely
into my falsetto range. This was something that I had not been able to do easily
before. This song provided me with the opportunity to explore the different
timbres of vocal production, and in essence demonstrating my entire vocal
technique in one song. While this song had many challenges to overcome, it led
me to a greater understanding of how my voice worked.
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The final piece I sang was Music of the Night, chosen as I had sung it twenty-two
years ago with my immature twenty year old voice. I wanted to sing this piece
again so I could apply both my classical training and my newfound contemporary
vocal techniques. As this song is designed for a more mature voice I was
interested to see how my approach would differ now that I was older. My
performance had a much fuller and richer tone than it had previously.
The three pieces not mentioned were repeated from the first performance: Stars,
Mr Cellophane and Heaven on Their Minds. I chose to revisit these so I could
easily demonstrate the application of my new vocal skills and musical
development. To aim for a contrast from my first performance of the piece I
workshopped Stars with my classical teacher. I was interested in developing a
more legit/classical sound for the piece as a comparison to the original
contemporary style. I was then able to apply this to my new contemporary skills
to establish a more mature blended tone. With Mr Cellophane I explored more
characterisation of the song exploring the changing emotions of the character as
he becomes more confident as a performer and cares less about what others think.
After doing this I then thought about how I could apply different vocal techniques
to assist in portraying this character. Lighter thinner sound for the beginning when
he is reserved, more strident sound as he becomes confident in verse two and a
full bodied sound in the conclusion as he aims to make his point. The apology at
the end goes back to the quieter sound as he realizes that nothing has changed. I
continued to work on my rock technique; very new when I presented my first
performance. I wanted to sing Heaven on Their Minds again to show the
development of my rock voice.
In preparation for this performance I worked with an acting coach to assist with
the character development. This was an eye-opening experience as I tried to
reconcile my preconceived ideas with new methods of specific character
portrayal. As I was performing a diverse range of individual characters this
process took a significant amount of time. We began by talking through the
process of switching between characters within a program, ensuring that the
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character began before and after the actual piece. This was a useful technique and
assisted me with the constant changes of character.
For each song I then went through a character development plan for each song:
1. Who am I singing to? This incorporated things like what is the nature and
hierarchy of that relationship.
2. Why am I singing this song? Why am I singing this song now and how
does it fit within the context of the musical?
3. Where am I? This question dealt not only with the physical surrounds of
the setting, but also the emotional place inhabited at that specific time.
I then considered the specific text within each song. Where lines repeated, did that
mean they needed a different emotion or change in characterisation? How would
this impact the line and sound production? An examples of this was the line ‘All
right I’ll die, see how I die’ from Gethsemane. Each time this phrase reappeared it
was with more intensity and anguish. Such questions assisted me to find the
character and have a clearer mental picture, and assisted me when moving quickly
between characters in my performance.
The final stage in this process was to implement these thoughts into performance.
In rehearsal this was often difficult as it was confronting singing to an empty
room with no audience response. It did, however, lend honesty and understanding
to my character portrayal of the characters when practicing at home, allowing for
my emotions to run away without risking an emotional breakdown on the stage.
Performance
I made the decision to perform in a theatre restaurant setting as I wanted to be
able to provide an example of a musical theatre performance in a different venue
to the theatre. I chose a venue that was intimate, but would provide the necessary
atmosphere. I chose to use the same instrumental ensemble as the first
performance to provide consistency with preparation and performance. I used a
simple, almost open-mic type setting, with minimal amplification and reverb. For
this performance a lively atmosphere was created, with about eighty people of a
variety of ages present.
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The format was to sing my repertoire, interspersed with a script I had written.
This script outlined the path I had been following over the last three years and
provided the audience with a clearer understanding of how and why the
performance came to be. I also included a small solo section performed by my
contemporary vocal teacher to break up the performance and provide a short
break for myself. The song styles progressed from legit through to rock. Once
again this enabled me to focus on one stylistic technique at a time rather than
changing from piece to piece. This idea had worked the first time and I thought it
wise to replicate.
Having the same musical ensemble as the first performance also provided a sense
of confidence. They understood the purpose of the performance and had a strong
connection with me, enabling us to work collegially and produce a quality
performance. There were some limitations to the performance: as the size of the
venue was small there was not space for fold-back at the front and therefore the
speakers needed to be at the back of the performers. If I were to do this again I
would include fold-back.
Reflection
The performance of If I Loved You maintained the legit style with smooth legato
lines and appropriate use of vibrato. The characterisation was simple and honest;
appropriate for the piece. There were a few moments where the voice could have
had a smoother tone, and more forward placement of the vowels within the
mouth. This would have assisted with keeping a more fluid vocal line to the
phrase.
The performance of Younger than Springtime captured the song’s character and it
was maintained throughout. Although the execution demonstrated a clear legato
line and the upper register notes were clear and forward, there was too much
tension in my neck. By having this tension meant that the freedom of vocal tone
was restricted, not allowing the relaxed and free vocal tone to flow through. This
is an aspect of my technique requiring further refinement.
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Stars showed a good connection between character and style and this was
maintained throughout. Nearing the end, the higher notes, needed further breath
support in order to maintain a freer, open sound.
Figure 23: Stars (Les Miserables – Hal Leonard)

The next short piece Your Eyes required a more pop sound. At the time of
performance I thought this was achieved, however it did feel like the breath
support, particularly in the higher section, was slightly lacking when watching the
performance playback.
The first song by Dimond and Kooman Walking Without You began a little
shakily from the ensemble due to the complex rhythms, but this was rectified
quickly. The atmosphere created by this piece was appropriate, and vocally I was
pleased with the line and tone.
Bui Doi began with a clear, full-bodied tone which established the style and
character and assisted in establishing the setting. In places the upper register was a
little under-supported, producing a slightly strained sound.
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Mr Cellophane was a good choice to finish the first section. This is a character to
which I relate well, and I found the characterisation easier to achieve. As a result,
I felt vocally comfortable. This allowed for a clearer tone and speech-like quality.
Anthem began the second set and showed a smooth legato tone. The intention was
to create a full-bodied sound that gave a sense of patriotism to the character. This
was achieved, and the upper register was well supported and clear.
Lost in the Waves was an honest and sincere performance. Vocally this
performance was free and clear toned, illustrating speech-like quality. It also
showed a solid balance between lower and upper registers.
The final songs, from Jesus Christ Superstar, were the most demanding. To move
from a strong, legit sound through to rock challenged me immensely. While my
execution of this genre still requires work, the majority of Heaven on Their Minds
was performed stylistically. There were sections of tension in some of the high
register areas, but a clear tone was still maintained. Gethsemane began with a
solid creation of the character of Jesus, and the anguish he feels knowing of his
impending doom. The changing emotional development of the character
continued throughout the song as he struggled further with the realisation of what
was about to happen. This continued reaching a climax midway through the song
when he screams and gives up.
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Figure 24: Gethsemane Climax (Jesus Christ Superstar – Hal Leonard)

Returning to sing he builds again from the submissive, although not to the same
point as previously. While I thought my characterisation of Jesus depicted the
changes discussed, I still believe this is an area that needs further development for
me as a performer. Movement between vocal registers was fluid, representing a
development since the beginning of my studies.
Music of the Night returned to the legit sound and was a fitting conclusion to the
recital. This piece encapsulated the sense of character against fluid vocal tone.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
To achieve success in the music theatre industry, performers have to develop
skills in singing, dance and acting relevant to the individual style of the musical.
Over my many years of singing, voice teaching and music education, I have learnt
and made judgements on aspects of music theatre that have developed and
inhibited me as a musician and educator. This has led to new insights and
questions, which have contributed to this study.
This project focused on the specific training the male music theatre singer needs
to be able to meet the expectations placed on him by the industry? From this the
sub-questions arose:
How important is vocal training to music theatre?
What is the role of other performing disciplines to this training?
What are the emotional and mental hurdles to this training?
If a male performer was interested in pursuing a career in music theatre, then what
skills would he need to achieve this goal and where would he find the necessary
expert training?
Three areas emerged, as well as implications, recommendations and further
research.

Contrast of Approach: Classical, Contemporary, or Stand Alone
One of the areas that has come to light during my study has been the debate
regarding who can teach what in music theatre training. I came to this research
with the presumption that for male singers it did not make a difference whether
your teacher was from a classical background or a contemporary background, one
could still learn the same things. My belief was that the technique was the same
for both classical and contemporary, so it would not make a difference who the
teacher was. I now realise this is not the case. One vocal teaching method does
not fit all vocal requirements in music theatre. Both specialities are unique and
have technical aspects specific to each genre and a full music theatre vocal
training experience should have aspects of contemporary and classical teaching by
specialist in each area.
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Many institutes still have classical teachers as the main cohort for music theatre
training. Research shows the benefits of having a mixed teaching method of both
classical and contemporary teachers in undergraduate programs, assisting students
by developing a more balanced teaching model, providing a greater vocal
foundation for future performers. As presented earlier in the literature Andrews
(2012) discusses the skills required for a singer to adapt from classical to
contemporary and discusses specific differences between the vocal execution of
the two genres. If students understand how to adapt the vocal mechanism for each
different genre (Classical or Contemporary) this will assist in maintaining a
healthy technique allowing the student to move from one technique to another
without causing damage to the voice.
For music theatre singers there will be many occasions when they will use
classical techniques like lower body support and projection to assist in the
stronger characterisation of a piece, while simultaneously using contemporary pop
vocal tone to assist with lighter sounds in the upper register of the classical legit
songs. The ability to use many diverse techniques to gain a more fluid and honest
performance of a piece, whether classically or contemporary oriented, will assist
the performer to establish a solid grounding for professional work.

Triple Threat
The second area that this study has revealed is the importance of triple threat in
music theatre. While I understood that this was an important element in music
theatre training, I did not completely understand the connection between the three
and their importance to the overall outcome for the performer. Understanding that
the text of the song comes to life, when the emotional connection to the character
is realised, which in turn is duplicated in the body through movement. When all
three work together, the realisation of the character is better portrayed to the
audience. If one of these areas is missing then the overall performance is
lessoned. I have discovered through this research that a piece can be sung with
perfect vocal technique, but be stagnate from not having an emotional connection
to the text. In music theatre, performance flaws in the vocal technique will often
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be dismissed if the acting and characterisation of the text is believable. Therefore,
a performer needs to be versatile in many areas of singing, dancing and acting.
Emotional and Mental Hurdles
The final area was the impact that emotional and mental hurdles have on the
performer. Even though this will seem like common concerns, it was not until
these truly impacted me that I understood the implications that these can have on
overall performance. Areas such as fatigue, anxiety, disappointment, audience
expectations, industry expectations, criticism and drive to continue were very real
in my preparation and performance. My experience in relation to this was that as a
performer one must learn to be resilient to succeed in this industry. I must be
willing to accept criticism and learn from comments to further improve my craft.
This assisted me to constantly grow and mature, and in return be able to provide
the same feedback to others.
Reflection on my research
During the research I acquired knowledge into a number of facets of music theatre
training, which assisted me in answering my sub questions. The first of these was
regarding vocal training. My initial training in classical singing provided me with
the important vocal elements of breathing, posture/alignment and correct vowel
formation. The contemporary training aligned the vocal registers allowing a freer
fluidity to the voice and assisted in developing the upper belt range. It also
enabled me to explore the vocal changes required to sing a variety of CCM styles.
This was not provided in my initial classical training. Having lessons with a
contemporary voice teacher as well as listening to and observing performers in a
variety of CCM styles, enabled me to understand the vocal techniques for each
style and to process these and implement them into my own singing.
Understanding the difference between a harder more brassy rock sound compared
to a lighter pop sound assisted me in developing versatility within my own voice.
The extension to my vocal range using contemporary techniques assisted not only
my CCM singing but also my classical singing. The participation in dance and
acting classes helped to consolidate my understanding of the role that other
performing disciplines have on music theatre training. Whether it be a deep
analysis of the text and emotion required in a song, or the blocking of a scene
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from a show, the connection of the body’s awareness to the emotion required
became strongly apparent. Thinking of the music from more than just the notes on
the page, enabled me to get inside the character both emotionally and physically.
In turn this gave greater validity to the songs I was singing and performing. When
combining both the singing and the acting together I found that I needed to work
on the application of the skills shown in rehearsal to the actual performance. The
additional pressure of nerves and anxiety of performing to an audience was often
not present in the lesson or rehearsal setting. Taking advantage of performance
opportunities that allowed me to experiment with this enabled me to feel more
relaxed when it came to performing live. Having a greater understanding of
copying mechanisms to relieve stress and anxiety and the knowledge of how to
apply these assisted greatly in my final performances. The pedagogical value
vocally and emotionally from this study has been enormous. The development
and consolidation of my vocal technique has meant that I have a concrete basis
from which to further build the voice. Researching and performing a variety of
styles and repertoire has built confidence as a performer to be willing to sing these
styles more readily. The application of knowledge in body awareness and
emotional connection has enabled me to authentically and comfortable perform a
variety of repertoire. This research has solidified my own vocal production and
has provided me with additional pedagogical tools to assist in my teaching.
Implications for Practice
Singers must be multi-stylistic in their capabilities. They need to have a solid
understanding of how the voice works in both classical and contemporary genres.
This can be achieved by studying with specialist classical and contemporary
teachers. Having a teacher with extensive pedagogy training will also reap
benefits. Singers should aim to develop technical skills and learn how to apply
specific techniques to portray the desired vocal tone and style of a piece. They
should learn to exploit the full extent of their range and develop it through a
variety of vocal styles. Singers must also work at strengthening the voice to
maintain longevity and vocal resilience.
A music theatre performer needs to experiment with all forms of acting, and
understand the concepts of directing, blocking and scene development.
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Experimentation with areas like monologue, improvisation, comedy, and
character development is essential for the successful music theatre performer.
Being in environments where performance is critiqued and one is stretched in
their thinking, will assist in understanding the complexities of the craft. A
performer can learn to be adaptable and to think on their feet when faced with a
variety of performance scenarios.
Dancing, and particularly movement and body awareness is also a key component
to music theatre training. A heightened sense of bodily awareness can enable a
performer to communicate with an audience at a far deeper level; simple gestures
can have a significant impact if applied with purpose and thought. Many shows
require performers to be able to dance, so training in this area is imperative. A
thorough grounding in dance also ensures a performer is in superior physical
condition. This in turn assists with the grueling timetable of the music theatre
performer.
Recommendations and Further Research
After completing this study the following recommendations are made:
1. Provide students with the opportunity to have tutelage with both classical
and contemporary voice teachers during their study, both at undergraduate
and post graduate levels.

2. Further research to outline the specifics of triple threat training within
music theatre would be beneficial both to the university setting and also
the professional international market.

3. Extending the research into belt singing for women to include studies on
the male belt voice and its implications to music theatre and CCM.
4. To establish music theatre as a vocal genre separate to classical and CCM.
5. Establishing vocal pedagogy courses specifically for the training of music
theatre voice teachers.
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Personal Reflection
The process of transformation can be daunting and enriching all at the same time.
Do I want to change? How much do I want to give away and how much do I
keep? Will it matter if I reach my final destination or is the discovery along the
way more important than the outcome? This process for me has definitely been a
challenging and yet rewarding experience. Many preconceived ideas have been
dispelled and new knowledge has replaced or heightened old knowledge.
Connection with fellow vocal pedagogues has enriched my understanding and
appreciation for many different vocal genres. Meeting and liaising with music
theatre die-hards has stirred a passion within me to further research and
understand the intricacies of this art form. Working with my own students and
putting into practice the things I have learnt has brought a new light to my
teaching. To believe in one’s self and the possibilities available has been a new
insight for me. I have allowed myself to try and fail and to move past the obstacles
that stand in my way to achieve greater things. I have stepped well outside my
comfort zone and have discovered many opportunities that would not have been
possible without those steps.
I have made many new acquaintances in the academic world and I have
developed a passion for further research. I am keen to explore the possibilities
available to further develop both my craft and the knowledge of others within the
field of music theatre. While at times the process has been methodical and labour
intensive, the outcome has been positive and the skills and knowledge acquired
will shape the future for my professional developmental. Since the commencement
of my study a quote has stayed in my mind and encapsulates the journey I have
been on.

“If you set a goal for yourself and are able to achieve it, you have won your race.
Your goal can be to come in first, to improve your performance, or just finish the
race it’s up to you.” - Dave Scott (Triathlete)
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Appendix One
Feedback on Performance One from Dale Cox – Contemporary Voice Teacher

“Pirate King - Use less props and allow the audience to use their imagination.
Also make sure you use a real sword. Enjoy the song more and portray what the
lyrics are about, don’t assume we all know it. Work at lightening the sound to
give more energy.
Stars – Use speech quality rather than soft singing. Watch the softness and only
have some soft moments. Keep the eyes still during the performance.
Santé Fe – The speech quality was good and a beautiful ending. Gorgeous in fact.
On The Street Where You Live – Make sure that your face is in the light as your
hat puts your face in the shade. Remember to sing with a bit more guts once or
twice.
You’ll Never Walk Alone – Focus on breathing and vowels through the high
notes. This piece was gorgeous and very captivating.
Heaven on Their Minds – Watch the nasality in the lower end of the register. Belt
the high notes and watch your body movement, bring it back. Careful of neck
tension particularly in the upper register.
I Got Life – Again watch tension and use breath into the ribs for support. Was
good to be in the audience and interacting with us.
Mr Cellophane – Your face was great in this and it showed the character well.
Stay relaxed in the higher notes. An overall comment would be to start with a
song that you love and then get the hard songs done earlier to take the pressure
off your performance. Also in the video commentary be more animated and make
sure you are always facing straight on to the camera.”
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Appendix Two

You are invited to my

17 May 2013 at 6.30pm
Brisbane Girls Grammar
School,
Gehrmann Theatre,
Gregory Tce, Spring Hill.
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